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SOFTWARE RELEASE NOTICE

1. SRN Number: PA-SRN-172

2. Project Title: TSPA & Technical Integration Code Project No. 20-1402-762

3. SRN Title: TPA Version 3.2 l

4. Originator/Requestor: Bruce Mabrito| Date: 07/17/98

5. Summary of Actions

M Release of new software

* Release of modified software:

* Enhancements made

* Corrections made

l hange of access software X-)

Software Retirement

6. Persons Authorized Access

Name Read Only/Read-Write AdditionlChange/Delete

Sitakanta Mohanty RW

Ron Janetzke RW

Tim McCartin (NRC) RW

M. Rose Byrne (NRC RW

7. Element Manager Approval: I Date: /7/

8. Remarks:
TPA Version 3.2 software was sent to NRC Headquarters on 07/17/98.

CNWRA Form TOP-6 (05/98)
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SOFTWARE SUMMARY FORM

01. Summary Date: 07/17/98 02. Summary prepared by (Name and phone): 03. Summary Action:
Sitakanta Mohanty (210) 522-5185 Modified

04. Software Date: 07/17/98 05. Short Title: TPA Version 3.2

06. Software Title: TPA - System Performance Assessment Computer Code, Version 3.2 1 07. Internal Software ID:
I None

08. Software Type: 09. Processing Mode: 10. Application Area:

E Automated Data System E Interactive a. General:
E Scientific/Engineering E Auxiliary Analyses

* Computer Program * Batch * Total System PA
O Subsystem PA E Other

E Subroutine/Module E Combination
b. Specific:

11. Submitting Organization and Address: 12. Technical Contact(s) and Phone:

CNWRA/SwRI Sitakanta Mohanty (210) 522-5185
6220 Culebra Road
San Antonio, TX 78228

13. Software Application: The TPA Code consists of the following modules: UZFLOW, NFENV, EBSREL, UZFT,
SZFT, DCAGW, FAULTO, SEISMO, VOLCANO, ASHPLUMO, ASHRMVO, DCAGS, LHS, EXEC.

14. Computer Platform: 15. Computer Operating 16. Programming 17. Number of Source
SUN Workstation System: UNIX Language(s): FORTRAN Program Statements:

Approx. 37,000 lines w/o
Stand Alone Codes

18. Computer Memory 19. Tape Drives: None 20. Disk Units: N/A 21. Graphics: N/A
Requirements: 70 Mb

22. Other Operational Requirements: None

23. Software Availability: 24. Documentation Availability:
* Available E Limited E In-House ONLY E Available E Preliminary * In-House ONLY

25. 1 1
L oftware Developer: 4:k-k Date: : 7

CNWRA Form TOP-4-1 (05/98)



CENTER FOR NUAEAR WASTE REGULA*RY ANALYSES

DESIGN VERIFICATION REPORT FOR CNWRA SOFTWARE: TPA Version 3.2

July 17, 1998

Total-System Performance Assessment (Scientific and Engineering Software) Version 3.2

NOTE: This version of the TPA Software contains changes from the previous Beta version released
June 4, 1998. Software Change Reports (SCRs) and an electronic scientific notebook have been utilized as
the change documentation method and are being retained in the TPA Version 3.2 folder.

1. This Design Verification Report is prepared by: Bruce Mabrito in conjunction with the Software
Development Team.

Full Title of CNWRA scientific and engineering software: Total-System Performance Assessment (TPA)
Version 3.2.

Demonstration work station: SPARC20 in conjunction with the SCRATCHY1 server from R. Janetzke's
office.

Operating System: SunOS 5.5.1

2. Software Requirements Description and any changes thereto approved by Element Manager?
NO N/A

If no, explain:

3. Software DevelopI t Plan (SDP) and any changes have been approved by the Element Manager?
( I'F~) NO N/A

If no, explain:

4. Design and Development
Module-level testing is documented in either scientific notebooks or in Software Change Reports?

YES ) NO N/A

If no, explain: Note: Both SCRs and electronic scientific notebook No. 170 contain module level
documentation.

5. Is the CNWRA scientific and engineering software developed in accordance with the conventions
described in the SDP?

() NO N/A

If no, explain:



4/

6. Is the CNWRA sFt ware documented internally?
YES NO N/A

Does the primary program header contain the following information:

A. Program title, Developed for (Customer), Office/Division/Date/Customer Contact/Telephone
number, Software Developer, Telephone number, titles of Associated Documentation/Designator, and theDisclaimer Notice?

(9) NO N/A

B. Source code module header information provides Program Name, Client Name, ContractReference, Revision number?
ES NO N/A

NOTE: The latest CNWRA/SwRI Contract No. (NRC-02-97-009) was not reflected in the source codemodule header of TPA Version 3.2. This was mentioned to the CNWRA President and he stated that it does notdirectly affect the operation of the code and does correctly reference the NRC Contract No. under which this TPAwork was begun. A decision was made to not change the SwRI/NRC Contract No. at this time.

7. Software designed so that individual runs are uniquely identified by Date, Time, Name of softwareand version? NO N/A

8. The physical labelling on the software or the referenced list has Program Name/Title,
Module/Name/Title, Module Revision, File Type (i.e. ASCII, OBJ, EXE), Recording Date and Operating
System of the Supporting Hardware?

Q-E ) NO N/A

9. Users' Manual

Is there a Users' Manual for the softwaoi.
YES N/A

If no, explain: Per NRC instructions/schedule and the CNWRA HLW Operations Plans, the TPA Version 3.2Users' Manual will be delivered to the NRC later.

Are there basic instructions for the use of the software?
CE!> NO N/A

If no, explain: TPA Version 3.2 follows the Draft Users' Manual developed for TPA Version 3.1.4.



10. Acceptance Testing /

Does the acceptance testing demonstrate whether or not requirements in the SDP have been fulfilled?
@ PYES_"`-) NO N/A

If no, explain: SDP 4.4 states that TPA V3.2 shall be compiled, linked and executed on CRADAL. Since theCNWRA has no direct access to CRADAL, that testing cannot be conducted from the San Antonio location.

Has acceptance testing been conducted for each intended computer platform and operating system?
T VYE`S'75 NO N/A

If no, explain: Note: See note above regarding CRADAL SUN Solaris Workstation. Summaries are in theelectronic scientific notebook No. 170, which are copied and included in this documentation.

Have installatests been performed on the target platform?
YES NO N/A

If no, explain: Note: Tests have been performed on both SCRATCHY1 and BIGBEND servers.

11. Configuration Control

Is the Software Sm ary Form completed and signed?
QF~S) NO N/A

If no, explain:

12.
basis?

Is a software technical description prepared, documenting the essential mathematical and numerical

(SD NO N/A

If no, explain: The technical description is given in the Users' Manual for TPA Version 3.1.4.

13. Is the source code available (or, is the executable code available in the case of commercial codes)?
r__YBE) NO N/A

14. Have all the scnrt/gake files and executable files been submitted to the Software Custodian?(YEjj) NO N/A

,6>11 7/17/98

n Jane e Date
CNWRA TPA Software Co-Developer

Attachments/
Original to: Software Folder
cc: CNWRA Software Developer

Cognizant EM

<$ ~ 4 $ 7/17/98

Bruce Mabrito Date
CNWRA Software Custodian
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R. Janetzke SCIENTIFIC NOTEBOOK

INITIAL ENTRIES

Printed: July 17, 1998

INITIALS:<k),

Scientific Notebook: #170

Issued to: S. Mohanty

Issue Date: Apr. 3,1996

Account Number: 20-5708-762

Title: EXEC

Participants: Ron Janetzke
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Printed: July 17, 1998
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R. Janetzke SCIENTIFIC NOTEBOOK
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June 19,1998 Testing 3.2beta

Directory tpa/tpa314 was created to host the TPA 3.1.4 executable file and
subdirectories. Directory tpa/tpa32b was created for the TPA 3.2BETA version.
Version 3.1.4 was copied from /bscr3/mohanty/Atpa3.1.4. Version 3.2BETA
was copied from /export/home/janetzke/tpa/dev. A tpa.inp.meanvalues file was
created from the respective tpa.inp files and placed in ltpa/pmhold. The 3.1.4
file required the manual setting of the LHS sampling flag to 0 and the
userdistribution PDF to a constant at 0.2. Both files were set for no faulting,
volcanic or seismic disruptions. The ebsfilt module was bypassed by setting the
invert thickness to 0.0 and setting the invert diffusion to 104.

A reasonableness test was performed by running the mean value files for 1
realization, 7 subareas, and 10,000 years. It was found that the top nuclides
contributing to dose were not in the same order.

17
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SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PLAN 32
FOR TOTAL-SYSTEM PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT VERSION 3.2 CODE

May 29, 1998

This software development plan (SDP) describes the approach to be followed in implementing the

code modifications to be made to the Total-system Performance Assessment (TPA) Version 3.1.4 code to

meet the design specifications for the TPA Version 3.2 code that are outlined in the software requirements

description (SRD) (appendix A).

1.0 SCOPE

The scope of this software development project is described in detail in the appendix A. Two levels

of software function changes will be made: (i) system-level changes that improve the flexibility of the TPA

Version 3.2 code and (ii) changes to the conceptual models that underlie the consequence modules. System-

level changes to be made will allow the code to produce summarized output at two time periods in a single

run, to permit the user to specify a reduced number of groundwater radionuclides, and to provide the option

to compute doses by the air pathway only. The conceptual model changes include: (i) modifications to the

SEISMO module to produce more reasonable estimates of waste package failures due to seismic events, (ii)

improvements to the EBSREL module to account for the effects of secondary minerals in the spent fuel and

the presence of the concrete invert on radionuclide releases, (iii) incorporation of a modified thermal reflux

model, (iv) modifications to the probability distributions for radionuclide distribution coefficients to account

for correlation, and (v) improvements to the dose conversion factors (DCF) used in the DCAGW module.

It should be noted that code testing is a joint activity between NRC and the CNWRA. Some of the activities

are the responsibility of the NRC staff.

2.0 BASELINE ITEMS

The products to be delivered from this software development project include: (i) a beta test version

of the TPA Version 3.2 code to be delivered to NRC on 6/5/98, (ii) a tested TPA Version 3.2 code to be

delivered to NRC on 7/17/98, (iii) an updated version of the input file tpa.inp that includes the modified

probability distribution functions and correlations for the radionuclide distribution coefficients, and (vi)

corrected DCFs in input files gs cbad.dat, gs_cb_ca.dat, gsfib_ad.dat, gs_pg_ci.dat, gwcbad.dat,

gwcb_ca.dat, gwpb_ci.dat, and bw pb_ci.dat. Expectations for the levels of testing to have been met for

each delivery date have been specified by NRC in the letter included as appendix B.

3.0 PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Software development project tasks, schedules, staff, and provisions for reducing associated risk are

discussed in this section.

3.1 Work Breakdown Structure

In Task I changes will be made to the TPA Version 3.1.4 code that meet the specifications for the

TPA Version 3.2 code that are outlined in the SRD (appendix A). This task will be completed by June 5,

1998 and will meet the deliverable expectations stated by NRC in appendix B, namely that "[tlhe June

deliverable is acceptable if the code can be compiled on NRC's computing system, executed with the supplied

input file, and successfully produce the *.res files." In addition NRC has specified that "[c]orrectness of the
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*.res files is desired but not required for acceptability of the Beta version." Specific Task I activities are

* Modification to the tpa.inp file to include new probability distributions and correlation

coefficients for the uranium, neptunium, and plutonium distribution coefficients

* Prepare and test FORTRAN code that incorporates changes to the conceptual model and

sampled parameters in the SEISMO module

* Prepare and test FORTRAN code that incorporates changes to the conceptual model and

sampled parameters in the EBSREL module (NRC staff responsibility)

* Prepare and test FORTRAN code that allows the user to produce summary results at two

time periods

* Prepare and test FORTRAN code that allows the user to specify the suite of groundwater

radionuclides to be tracked during a simulation

* Prepare and test FORTRAN code that allows the user to specify calculation of dose by the

air pathway only

* Prepare and test FORTRAN code that incorporates new conceptual model for thermally-

driven moisture redistribution

* Prepare and test FORTRAN code that allows the user to specify the failure time for

initially defective waste packages

* Prepare and test FORTRAN code that defines four distinct release periods for seismically-

failed waste packages and two different release periods for faulting and volcanic events

* Ensure that the TPA Beta Version 3.2 code can be compiled and linked on the NRC

computerized risk assessment and data analysis lab (CRADAL) system (may require
assistance form NRC staff)

* Support NRC in ensuring that the TPA Beta Version 3.2 code can be executed with the

modified input files on the NRC CRADAL computer system'

* Support NRC in ensuring that the TPA Beta Version 3.2 code can successfully produce

all *res files on the NRC CRADAL computer system'

' It is assumed that successful compilation, linking, and execution of TPA Version 3.2 on

a Sun UltraSPARC 2 is a sufficient demonstration of the code's ability to be used on the NRC

CRADAL system. However, if needed, a CNWRA staff member will travel to NRC to install the

code on the CRADAL system.
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In Task 2, the TPA Version 3.2 code will be tested to ensure the correctness of the *res files This

task will be completed by July 17, 1998 and will meet the deliverable expectations stated by NRC in

appendix B, namely that "[tlhe July deliverable is acceptable if the code can be compiled on NRC's

computing system, executed with the supplied input file, and the *.res files are correct." Moreover, as

specified in appendix B, " [all corrections identified from [the] joint testing effort should also be

implemented. " Specific Task 2 activities are

* Define suite of tests to be conducted to rigorously evaluate whether code modifications are

producing anticipated intermediate outputs (input required from NRC staff)

* Conduct the defined suite of tests and examine intermediate and final outputs from single

realization runs (input required from NRC staff)

* Modify FORTRAN code to produce correct intermediate and final outputs

* Ensure that the final TPA Version 3.2 code can be compiled and linked on the NRC

CRADAL computer system (may require assistance from NRC staff)

* Ensure that the final TPA Version 3.2 code can be executed with the modified input files

on the NRC CRADAL computer system

* Ensure that all *.res files produced by the final TPA Version 3.2 code on the NRC

CRADAL computer system are correct

3.2 Schedules

The following schedules will or have been adopted in order to meet the Task I and 2 deliverables.

3.2.1 Task 1

* Code changes to consequence modules with verification testing completed by 6/1/98

(requires NRC staff assistance)

* Modifications to tpa.inp and DCF files by 6/2/98

* System-level code modifications with verification testing completed by 6/3/98

* Electronic transfer of the TPA Beta Version 3.2 code to NRC's CRADAL computer

system with test compilation and execution by 6/3/98 (requires NRC staff assistance)

* Preparation of tar tape and completion of applicable QA forms by 6/4/98

3.2.2 Task 2

* Definition of test simulations provided by NRC to CNWRA by 6/8/98 (requires NRC staff

assistance)
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* Conduct initial test simulations 6/22198 (requires NRC staff participation)

* Implement changes to code and input files 7/3/98

*Verification testing of code 7/10/98 10

* Electronic transfer of the TPA.a Version 3.2 code to NRC's CRADAL system with test

compilation and execution by 7/14/98 (may require NRC staff assistance)

*Preparation of tape archive and completion of applicable QA forms by 7/16/98

3.3 Staffing

In addition to PA staff who have been involved in the development of the TPA Version 3.1.4 code,

completion of this software development project will require the use of consultants and SwRI personnel who

are proficient in developing, implementing, and testing FORTRAN 77 code. For Task I, key CNWRA and

NRC technical staff members from appropriate KTIs will be required to produce the algorithms and data

needed for modifications to the consequence modules. These KTI staff members will also participate in the

final code verification testing to be completed under Task 2.

3.4 Risk Management

The primary risk associated with this project is failure to meet the June 5, 1998 deliverable date for

Task 1. Those code additions and modifications that cannot be made to compile, link, and execute on

CRADAL prior to June 5, 1998 will be not be implemented until the testing in Task 2 is underway. NRC will

be informed at the time of delivery that a certain feature was not implemented to ensure that a working code

could be delivered. Because NRC does not expect a fully functional code for Task 1, the risk associated with

functionality of the TPA Beta Version 3.2 code is non-zero but small.

4.0 DEVELOPMENT PROCEDURES

This section describes plans for developing the TPA Beta Version 3.2 code.

4.1 Hardware and Software Resources

All code development will be done on Sun SPARC 10 and 20, and Sun UltraSPARC I and 2

workstations running SunOS 5.3.1. The Sun FORTRAN 77 Version 4.2 compiler will be used.

4.2 Software Development Lifecycle

The project will consist of two phases that correspond to the two project tasks. Phase I will be the

development of the TPA Beta Version 3.2 code. Phase 2 is the testing of the TPA Beta Version 3.2 code

which will result in software changes that are needed for the final TPA Version 3.2 code.

4.3 Coding

All coding will done in FORTRAN 77 with appropriate VAX extensions to accommodate the use
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of long variable names. Coding style will be in accordance with that which has been historically used at the
CNWRA and NRC for development of TPA codes.

4.4 Acceptance Testing and Analysis

As specified by NRC, the TPA Beta Version 3.2 must be able to be compiled, linked, and executed

on CRADAL. CNWRA staff will ensure that these requirements are met prior to delivery. The results of

these tests will be appropriately recorded in scientific notebooks or software change requests (SCR). All

testing conducted to meet the Task 2 deliverable will be properly documented in scientific notebooks or

SCRs. Changes made to the TPA Beta Version 3.2 during Task 2 will be properly documented prior to

delivery of the TPA Version 3.2 code on July 17, 1998.

5.0 CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT PLAN

The principal investigator (PI) for this project will implement suitable restrictions on access to the

official version of the working code to ensure that coding conflicts do not arise during development. The

methods used to restrict access will be defined by the PI. A copy of the final TPA Version 3.2 code will be

provided to QA for configuration control. The TPA Beta Version 3.2 code will not be placed under formal

configuration control because it will still be under joint NRC/CNWRA development at the time it is

transmitted to the NRC staff on June 5, 1998. Note that this early transmittal of a Beta version is to facilitate

further development and testing prior to completion and delivery of the code July 17, 1998.

6.0 REFERENCES

none g •-<v /

7.0 APPENDICES

Appendix A

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS DESCRIPTION
FOR TOTAL-SYSTEM PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT CODE VERSION 3.2

May 7, 1998

This software requirements description (SRD) documents the modifications to be made in updating

the Total-system Performance Assessment (TPA) code from Version 3.1.4 to 3.2. The original SRD for the

TPA Code Version 3.0 can be found in appendix A of the TPA 3.0 User's Guide (Center for Nuclear Waste

Regulatory Analyses, 1997). A series of Software Problem Correction Reports maintained in the Quality

Assurance folder at the Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses (CNWRA) documents changes

subsequent to the SRD for TPA Code Version 3.0 leading to Version 3.1.4. The changes outlined in this

SRD for Version 3.2 are proposed by the NRC and CNWRA staff to improve model conceptualization and

flexibility in code application.

This SRD is broken down into two parts. Part I includes changes to the code that will increase

flexibility of the code and Part H of the SRD outlines conceptual changes to various models. Part II of the

SRD will be submitted after the changes are finalized at a series of key technical issues (KTI) meetings.
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PART I

1.0 SOFTWARE FUNCTION

Two system-level changes are proposed to add flexibility to the latest Version of the TPA code:

(I) allow code output at two compliance periods (e.g., 10,000 and 50,000 yr) time limits so that two sets of

TPA runs will not be necessary and (ii) allow the user to specify a limited suite of important nuclides in order

to expedite TPA runs.

The first change will allow the user to select two different output times and two time stepping

procedures. This will allow the user to obtain outputs for a near-term compliance period (10,000 yr) while

continuing simulations to a longer time period. Currently, the user may specify only one simulation period

and the results are presented at the end of that time period. Consequently, if the user is interested in getting

outputs for a time period different from the compliance period, two different TPA code executions must be

conducted.

Two different time-stepping schemes are proposed so that calculations up to the compliance period

can be done more precisely irrespective of the specified maximum simulation time. The time-stepping, for

example, could be 125 uniform time steps of 80 yr from 0 to 10,000 yr and 75 increasing time steps from

10,000 to 50,000 yr.

The second change will permit the user specify only a selected groundwater nuclides. In the TPA

Code Version 3.1.4, 20 nuclides for groundwater release must be tracked in order for the code to operate.

The current code also requires the nuclides to be specified in a pre-specified order.

The user may also wish to analyze nuclides and decay chains other than those currently used in the

TPA code above. The changes will allow the user to specify any decay chains and nuclides included in the

INVENT utility module. However, the proposed modification will not include the capability of simulating

two or more nuclides decaying to the same daughter nuclide. It is anticipated that modifications will be made

to tpa.inp, the EBSREL, EXEC, READER, SZFT, and UZFT modules, the stand-alone code releasetf, and

the include files maxnnucl.i and reader.i.

All changes will be tested by running the TPA code. Results from Version 3.1.4 and the modified

code will analyzed and compared.

2.0 TECHNICAL BASIS: PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL

(not modified-see Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses, 1997)

3.0 COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH

Please refer to the discussion in section 1.0

4.0 REFERENCES

Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses, "Total-System Performance Assessment (TPA) Version 3.0

Code: Module Descriptions and User's Guide." March 1997.
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APPENDICES

(none)

PART II

1.0 SOFTWARE FUNCTION

Far-field Radionuclide Transport

A joint NRC/CNWRA meeting was held on April 20, 1998 to determine improvements to

radionuclide transport (RT) calculations in the TPA code. It was determined that the TPA code will not be

modified for RT. However, the RT KTI team will provide input for updating matrix Kds for each hydro-

stratigraphic units in tpa.inp file. Due to the time constraints in the current TPA 3.2 development schedule,

it was agreed that the KTI will provide new constraints for a limited number of sorption coefficient

distributions for which sorption models have been calibrated. These will include distribution type, mean

value, and standard deviations that can be added to the sorption coefficient distributions in the input file. It

is also anticipated that correlations among sorption coefficients will be provided for those radionuclide Kd

distributions that have been proposed to be modified.

Waste Package Failure Due to Seismic Events

Three general categories of modifications will be made to the TPA code for calculating waste

package (WP) failure due to seismic events:

A relationship (table or curve) between acceleration and fractional area of rock fall (known

as the seismic heterogeneity factor in TPA 3.1.4) will be developed and implemented. The

number of ground acceleration magnitude classes will be increased from 4 to 10. This

change will replace the single "fractional area of rock fall" parameter in tpa.inp with 10

acceleration-dependent "fractional area of rock fall parameters". While all 10 parameters

will be sampled for a particular realization, only those values that match the acceleration

values for that realization will be utilized.

* The height of the yield zone (i.e., the rock column thickness) will be made a sampled

parameter. In TPA 3.1.4 the height of the yield zone was specified as a constant in the

seismo.dat data file and this constant value was picked corresponding to the acceleration-

value and rock type. The proposed modification will replace each data point (i.e., the

constant value) in seismo.dat with a probability distribution function from which the yield

zone parameter will be sampled to allow the user to account for the uncertainty in the height

of yield zone. This modification, however, will result in the elimination of the data file

seismo.dat with each data point in this file being represented by an input parameter in

tpa.inp that is either constant or sampled. This implementation will also remove limitations

on the number of sampling points for seismic acceleration so that the effect of a wider range

of ground accelerations can be assessed in the same TPA run. This option will make

SEISMO more flexible. The change will introduce 50 new parameters in the TPA code

assuming that 10 acceleration values instead of 4 will be used in TPA 3.2.
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The above two modifications to SEISMO and the executive module were agreed upon at a joint

NRC/CNWRA multi-KTI [Repository Design and Thermal-Mechanical Effects (RDTME), Structural

Deformation and Seismicity (SDS), Container Life and Source Term, and Total System Performance

Assessment and Integration) meeting held on April 30, 1998. A proposal was made to refine the failure

criterion by taking into consideration energy consumption due to plastic deformation of WP material. This

option could potentially remove some conservatism from the current SEISMO module. Ultimately it was

decided that the failure criterion used in EBSFAIL (residual stress criterion) be used in SEISMO. However,

this modification to SEISMO will be done only if it can be accommodated in the time frame for TPA 3.2.

Radionuclide Release from the Engineered Barrier System

A joint NRC/CNWRA meeting was held on April 16, 1998 to determine improvements to releaset.f

stand-alone code and the TPA code to incorporate changes to the models and parameters affecting

radionuclide releases from the engineered barrier system. The following changes were jointly agreed.

* Spent fuel (SF) leaching models in the EBSREL release module will be improved by adding
the effect of secondary minerals. These changes are contingent upon the timely (yet to be

determined) modifications by R. Codell, T. Ahn, and B. Murphy to the existing models. The
formation of secondary mineral will alter the dissolution rate of the SF and will influence
the release of radionuclides that are key contributors to dose.

* A provision will be made in EBSREL to account for changes in physical properties
(porosity, permeability, and Kd) of the invert by the cementitious materials released from

the liners. This will require modification of the releasetf stand-alone code to account for
advective flow through the backfill/invert material.

* Aqueous release of the gap fraction will be implemented in EBSREL. T. Ahn will collect
data on gap/grain boundary inventory in SF. The gap fraction of the radionuclide inventory
is important because it could be released instantaneously, thus influencing the peak dose.

* New parameters will be introduced to specify bathtub heights varying from subarea to
subarea for corrosion, initially defective, and seismic failures. For faulting and volcanism,
the bathtub height will be specified for the whole repository. This change will introduce
additional variability in the radionuclide release calculations through randomizing the

placement of the corrosion pit on the representative WP in each subarea.

* Capabilities will be added to evaluate release from WPs which have failed due to fracturing,

on a time dependent basis (e.g., failure at 2000 yr, 5000 yr, 10,000 yr, and beyond 10,000
yr). This will replace the conservativeness in the current approach in which all WPs from
scenario failures prior to corrosion failure are summed and assigned a failure time
corresponding to the earliest event.

Effects such as the shrinking particle model and time dependent cladding failure will be done as

separate evaluations and will not involve changing or using the TPA code. Off-line calculations will be

conducted to account for the particle size distribution in SF dissolution. SF dry oxidation will not be tied to

SF aqueous dissolution because the temperature will never exceed 250 'C above which powdered U3 08 will

form. No code modifications will be made to account for grain boundary effects of SF in TPA 3.2
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Near-Field Thermo-Hydrology and Chemistry

A joint NRC/CNWRA meeting was held on April 17, 1998. It was decided that the modifications
to the REFLUX2 model that were proposed by the Thermal Effects on Flow (TEF) KTI to combine
condensate flux in the fracture with the water driven out of the rock matrix, will replace the currently existing
REFLUX 2 model in the TPA code. A suggestion was made to eliminate the REFLUXI model; however,
the group decided that REFLUXI will continue to be a part of the TPA code as an alternative model.

Dose Conversion Factors

Dose conversion factors (DCFs) in DCAGW module will be updated to ensure internal (ingestion,
inhalation) dose factors used in DCF calculations consistent with (or no less conservative than) dose factors
applicable to soluble species used in groundwater transport calculations. Similarly, consistency/applicability
of solubility assumptions used in DCAGS DCF calculations will be checked and DCFs will be updated, if
needed. Though this activity will not result in any code changes, it may require substantial effort in running
the GENII code to generate DCFs.

2.0 TECHNICAL BASIS: PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Waste Package Failure Due to Seismic Events

To improve realism, CNWRA SDS and RDTME staff agreed that the TPA code should include a
functional relationship between the level of earthquake-induced ground shaking (g level) and the fractional
area of the repository that will undergo rock fall. This opinion is supported by limited data of the effects of
earthquakes on underground facilities (e.g., Sharma and Judd, 1991). The approach to develop this functional
relationship is through informal elicitation of CNWRA staff. Eleven CNWRA staff participated in the
development of the g-fractional area relationship. Results are currently being integrated by B. Sagar and will
be forthcoming. The TPA code will be modified as stated in the previous section to accommodate this
addition.

Radionuclide Release from the Engineered Barrier System

Technical bases for the changes are evident in the previous section.

Near-Field Thermo-Hydrology and Chemistry

To improve realism, CNWRA TEF staff agreed that the refluxing modules (REFLUXI And
REFLUX2) in the TPA code should contain a greater degree of realism. REFLUX2 was modified to include
a procedure to estimate the depth that water may penetrate below the boiling isotherm. The modified
REFLUX2 will include both infiltration and ambient rock water as the source for the refluxing water.

Dose Conversion Factors

Technical bases for the changes are evident in the previous section.

3.0 COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH
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(not modified-see Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses, 1997)

4.0 REFERENCES

Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses, "Total-System Performance Assessment (TPA) Version 3.0
Code: Module Descriptions and User's Guide." March 1997.

Sharma, S., and W.R. Judd. 1991. Underground opening damage from earthquakes. Engineering Geology
30: 263-276.

APPENDICES

(none)

APPROVED:

Signature of Element Manager Date
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Appendix B

Gordon,

To facilitate the TPA Version 3.2 testing and production process, the following
criteria are NRC's expectation on the two deliverables:

1) For TPA 3.2 Beta Version (due on June 5, 1998) - This version of the code
will be used to evaluate the correctness of the changes (as stated in the TPA 3.2
SRD) which implies we need to be able to run the code with an input file and
check the correctness of the *.res files. The June deliverable is acceptable if
the code can be compiled on NRC's computing system, executed with the supplied
input file, and successfully produce the *.res files. Correctness of the *.res
files is desired but not required for acceptability of the Beta version.

2) For TPA Version 3.2 (due on July 17, 1998) - This version of the code will
be used to evaluate the VA and conduct sensitivity analyses. The July
deliverable is acceptable if the code can be compiled on NRC's computing system,
executed with the supplied input file, and the *.res files are correct. All
corrections identified from our joint testing effort should also be implemented.

Hopefully the above criteria provide you a more clear idea on how we will
evaluate the acceptability of the two deliverables. Please contact Tim McCartin
or me if you have any further concern regarding the TPA code.

Christiana
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SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS DESCRIPTION
FOR TOTAL-SYSTEM PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT CODE VERSION 3.2

May 7, 1998

This software requirements description (SRD) documents the modifications to be made in updating

the Total-system Performance Assessment (TPA) code from Version 3.1.4 to 3.2. The original SRD for the

TPA Code Version 3.0 can be found in appendix A of the TPA 3.0 User's Guide (Center for Nuclear Waste

Regulatory Analyses, 1997). A series of Software Problem Correction Reports maintained in the Quality

Assurance folder at the Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses (CNWRA) documents changes

subsequent to the SRD for TPA Code Version 3.0 leading to Version 3.1.4. The changes outlined in this

SRD for Version 3.2 are proposed by the NRC and CNWRA staff to improve model conceptualization and

flexibility in code application.

This SRD is broken down into two parts. Part I includes changes to the code that will increase

flexibility of the code and Part II of the SRD outlines conceptual changes to various models. Part II of the

SRD will be submitted after the changes are finalized at a series of key technical issues (KTI) meetings.

PART I

1.0 SOFTWARE FUNCTION

Two system-level changes are proposed to add flexibility to the latest Version of the TPA code:

(i) allow code output at two compliance periods (e.g., 10,000 and 50,000 yr) time limits so that two sets of

TPA runs will not be necessary and (ii) allow the user to specify a limited suite of important nuclides in order

to expedite TPA runs.

The first change will allow the user to select two different output times and two time stepping

procedures. This will allow the user to obtain outputs for a near-term compliance period (10,000 yr) while

continuing simulations to a longer time period. Currently, the user may specify only one simulation period

and the results are presented at the end of that time period. Consequently, if the user is interested in getting

outputs for a time period different from the compliance period, two different TPA code executions must be

conducted.

Two different time-stepping schemes are proposed so that calculations up to the compliance period

can be done more precisely irrespective of the specified maximum simulation time. The time-stepping, for

example, could be 125 uniform time steps of 80 yr from 0 to 10,000 yr and 75 increasing time steps from
10,000 to 50,000 yr.

The second change will permit the user specify only a selected groundwater nuclides. In the TPA

Code Version 3.1.4, 20 nuclides for groundwater release must be tracked in order for the code to operate.

The current code also requires the nuclides to be specified in a pre-specified order.

The user may also wish to analyze nuclides and decay chains other than those currently used in the

TPA code above. The changes will allow the user to specify any decay chains and nuclides included in the

INVENT utlitity module. However, the proposed modification will not include the capability of simulating

two or more nuclides decaying to the same daughter nuclide. It is anticipated that modifications will be made
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to tpa.inp, the EBSREL, EXEC, READER, SZFT, and U2:FT modules, the stand-alone code releasetf, and

the include files maxnnucl.i and reader.i.

All changes will be tested by running the TPA code. Results from Version 3.1.4 and the modified

code will analyzed and compared.

2.0 TECHNICAL BASIS: PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL

(not modified-see Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses, 1997)

3.0 COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH

Please refer to the discussion in section 1.0

4.0 REFERENCES

Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses, "Total-System Performance Assesment (TPA) Version 3.0

Code: Module Descriptions and User's Guide." March 1997.

APPENDICES

(none)

PART II

1.0 SOFTWARE FUNCTION

Far-field Radionuclide Transport

A joint NRC/CNWRA meeting was held on April 20, 1998 to determine improvements to

radionuclide transport (RT) calculations in the TPA code. It was determined that the TPA code will not be

modified for RT. However, the RT KTI team will provide input for updating matrix K.s for each hydro-

stratigraphic units in tpa.inp file. Due to the time constraints in the current TPA 3.2 development schedule,

it was agreed that the KTI will provide new constraints for a limited number of sorption coefficient

distributions for which sorption models have been calibrated. These will include distribution type, mean

value, and standard deviations that can be added to the sorption coefficient distributions in the input file. It

is also anticipated that correlations among sorption coefficients will be provided for those radionuclide Kd

distributions that have been proposed to be modified.

Waste Package Failure Due to Seismic Events

Three general categories of modifications will be made to the TPA code for calculating waste

package (WP) failure due to seismic events:

A relationship (table or curve) between acceleration and fractional area of rock fall (known

as the seismic heterogeneity factor in TPA 3.1.4) will be developed and implemented. The

number of ground acceleration magnitude classes will be increased from 4 to 10. This
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change will replace the single "fractional area of rock fall" parameter in tpa.inp with 10

acceleration-dependent "fractional area of rock fall parameters". While all 10 parameters

will be sampled for a particular realization, only those values that match the acceleration
values for that realization will be utilized.

The height of the yield zone (i.e., the rock column thickness) will be made a sampled

parameter. In TPA 3.1.4 the height of the yield zone was specified as a constant in the

seismo. dat data file and this constant value was picked corresponding to the acceleration-

value and rock type. The proposed modification will replace each data point (i.e., the

constant value) in seismo.dat with a probability distribution function from which the yield

zone parameter will be sampled to allow the user to account for the uncertainty in the height

of yield zone. This modification, however, will result in the elimination of the data file

seismo.dat with each data point in this file being represented by an input parameter in

tpa.inp that is either constant or sampled. This implementation will also remove limitations

on the number of sampling points for seismic acceleration so that the effect of a wider range

of ground accelerations can be assessed in the same TPA run. This option will make

SEISMO more flexible. The change will introduce 50 new parameters in the TPA code

assuming that 10 acceleration values instead of 4 will be used in TPA 3.2.

The above two modifications to SEISMO and the executive module were agreed upon at a joint

NRC/CNWRA multi-KTI [Repository Design and Thermal-Mechanical Effects (RDTME), Structural

Deformation and Seismicity (SDS), Container Life and Source Term, and Total System Performance

Assessment and Integration] meeting held on April 30, 1998. A proposal was made to refine the failure

criterion by taking into consideration energy consumption due to plastic deformation of WP material. This

option could potentially remove some conservatism from the current SEISMO module. Ultimately it was

decided that the failure criterion used in EBSFAIL (residual stress criterion) be used in SEISMO. However,

this modification to SEISMO will be done only if it can be accommodated in the time frame for TPA 3.2.

Radionuclide Release from the Engineered Barrier System

A joint NRC/CNWRA meeting was held on April 16, 1998 to determine improvements to releaset.f

stand-alone code and the TPA code to incorporate changes to the models and parameters affecting
radionuclide releases from the engineered barrier system. The following changes were jointly agreed.

Spent fuel (SF) leaching models in the EBSREL release module will be improved by adding

the effect of secondary minerals. These changes are contingent upon the timely (yet to be

determined) modifications by R. Codell, T. Ahn, and B. Murphy to the existing models. The

formation of secondary mineral will alter the dissolution rate of the SF and will influence

the release of radionuclides that are key contributors to dose.

A provision will be made in EBSREL to account for changes in physical properties

(porosity, permeability, and Y.,) of the invert by the cementitious materials released from

the liners. This will require modification of the releasetf stand-alone code to account for

advective flow through the backfill/invert material.
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Aqueous release of the gap fraction will be implemented in EBSREL. T. Ahn will collect
data on gap/grain boundary inventory in SF. The gap fraction of the radionuclide inventory
is important because it could be released instantaneously, thus influencing the peak dose.

* New parameters will be introduced to specify bathtub heights varying from subarea to
subarea for corrosion, initially defective, and seismic failures. For faulting and volcanism,
the bathtub height will be specified for the whole repository. This change will introduce
additional variability in the radionuclide release calculations through randomizing the
placement of the corrosion pit on the representative WP in each subarea.

* Capabilities will be added to evaluate release from WPs which have failed due to fracturing,
on a time dependent basis (e.g., failure at 2000 yr, 5000 yr, 10,000 yr, and beyond 10,000
yr). This will replace the conservativeness in the current approach in which all WPs from

scenario failures prior to corrosion failure are summed and assigned a failure time
corresponding to the earliest event.

Effects such as the shrinking particle model and time dependent cladding failure will be done as

separate evaluations and will not involve changing or using the TPA code. Off-line calculations will be

conducted to account for the particle size distribution in SF dissolution. SF dry oxidation will not be tied to

SF aqueous dissolution because the temperature will never exceed 250 'C above which powdered U3 0 8 will

form. No code modifications will be made to account for grain boundary effects of SF in TPA 3.2

Near-Field Thermo-Hydrology and Chemistry

A joint NRC/CNWRA meeting was held on April 17, 1998. It was decided that the modifications

to the REFLUX2 model that were proposed by the Thermal Effects on Flow (TEF) KTI to combine

condensate flux in the fracture with the water driven out of the rock matrix, will replace the currently existing
REFLUX 2 model in the TPA code. A suggestion was made to eliminate the REFLUXI model; however,
the group decided that REFLUX 1 will continue to be a part of the TPA code as an alternative model.

Dose Conversion Factors

Dose conversion factors (DCFs) in DCAGW module will be updated to ensure internal (ingestion,

inhalation) dose factors used in DCF calculations consistent with (or no less conservative than) dose factors
applicable to soluble species used in groundwater transport calculations. Similarly, consistency/applicability

of solubility assumptions used in DCAGS DCF calculations will be checked and DCFs will be updated, if

needed. Though this activity will not result in any code changes, it may require substantial effort in running
the GENII code to generate DCFs.

2.0 TECHNICAL BASIS: PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Waste Package Failure Due to Seismic Events

To improve realism, CNWRA SDS and RDTME staff agreed that the TPA code should include a

functional relationship between the level of earthquake-induced ground shaking (g level) and the fractional

area of the repository that will undergo rock fall. This opinion is supported by limited data of the effects of

earthquakes on underground facilities (e.g., Sharma and Judd, 1991). The approach to develop this functional
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relationship is through informal elicitation of CNWRA staff. Eleven CNWRA staff participated in the

development of the g-fractional area relationship. Results are currently being integrated by B. Sagar and will

be forthcoming. The TPA code will be modified as stated in the previous section to accommodate this

addition.

Radionuclide Release from the Engineered Barrier System

Technical bases for the changes are evident in the previous section.

Near-Field Thermo-Hydrology and Chemistry

To improve realism, CNWRA TEF staff agreed that the refluxing modules (REFLUXI And

REFLUX2) in the TPA code should contain a greater degree of realism. REFLUX2 was modified to include

a procedure to estimate the depth that water may penetrate below the boiling isotherm. The modified

REFLUX2 will include both infiltration and ambient rock water as the source for the refluxing water.

Dose Conversion Factors

Technical bases for the changes are evident in the previous section.

3.0 COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH

(not modified-see Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses, 1997)

4.0 REFERENCES

Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses, "Total-System Performance Assesment (TPA) Version 3.0

Code: Module Descriptions and User's Guide." March 1997.

Sharma, S., and W.R. Judd. 1991. Underground opening damage from earthquakes. Engineering Geology

30: 263-276.

APPENDICES

(none)

APPROVED:

Signature of Element M ager Date
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CENTER FOR NUCLEAR WASTE REGULATORY ANALYSES

Date: July 17, 1998

To: Tim McCartin

From: Sitakanta Mohanty

Subject: Delivery of TPA Version 3.2 Code

Enclosed please find:

(1) a copy of TPA Version 3.2 Code on an 8-mm tape

(2) a list containing
- newly introduced parameters
- new data
- revised parameter names, and

- revised data

TPA Version 3.2 Code is an updated version of TPA Version 3.1.4 code. This code was also sent to the NRC

via FTP on 7/17/98. The changes made to the code were identified in the SRD that was approved by the NRC

and the potential risks in development were identified in the SDP. The test plans, filed as a part of quality

assurance (QA) documents, can be provided upon request. Notable changes made to the code are reported

below. Changes to data can be found in attachment A.

EXEC

Two different time-stepping schemes have been implemented so that calculations up to the compliance

period can be done more precisely irrespective of the specified maximum simulation time. The time-

stepping, for example, could be 125 uniform time steps of 80 years from 0 to 10,000 years and 75

increasing time steps from 10,000 to 50,000 years. These changes resulted in the addition of the

following new .res files for saving outputs at the specified compliance period.

airpkdosSc.res
cumrel_c.res
gsccdf_c.res
gwccdfUc.res
gwpkdos_c.res
npkdoset_c.res
pkreltim-c.res
relccdf_c.res
relgwgs-c.res
totdose_c.res

Only those files that had time-dependent output were created new. Also, those files that had time-dependent

outputs printed at every 10 time steps did not require any new files to be created.

I
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* In the TPA Version 3.1.4 Code, the user could specify only a selected list of groundwater nuclides.

In that version, only 20 nuclides could be tracked for groundwater release calculations. The code also

required the nuclides to be listed in a pre-specified order. TPA Version 3.2 Code is flexible enough to

allow the user to analyze radionuclides and chains other than the list of 20. The changes allow the user

to specify any decay chains and nuclides included in the INVENT module (see attachment B). The

proposed modification does not include the capability of simulating two or more nuclides decaying

to the same daughter nuclide. The chains also do not need to be specified in any particular order.

However, it should be noted that a significant number of parameters used in the code are nuclide-

specific and these properties are specified corresponding to the nuclide list of the TPA Version 3.1.4

Code. If the nuclide specified is not one of the twenty specified in the TPA Version 3.1.4 Code, new

parameternames must be added manually forgroundwaterrelease calculations. TheTPAVersion 3.2

Code does not automatically change the parameter names in tpa.inp to reflect the new list of nuclides

specified at the top of the same file. However, the nuclide list for groundwater releases can be

shortened if needed, without having to change other nuclide-specific parameters.

* When the append option is invoked to generate additional intermediate files (.rlt, .ech, and .cum) the

code requires a significant amount of additional disk space (tens of MB). The code has been modified

to reduce the disk space requirements. In addition, a screen output at the beginning of code execution

indicates the approximate additional disk space requirement if the append option is invoked. Note that

the approximate disk space requirement is based on the base case data set and is empirically

determined. Therefore, special cases (i.e., special flow rates etc.) could significantly deviate from the

approximation.

* The input file tpa.inp was rearranged so that the module segments follow the same order as Chapter

4 in the TPA user's guide.

* An option was added to enable the user to perform only direct-release calculations and bypass

groundwater dose calculations in order to speed up the code.

NFENV

* A new REFLUX3 model based on Phillip's dripping model was added to NFENV. Although this

model was originally envisioned to replace REFLUX2 model, it was later decided at a CNWRA/NRC

meeting to maintain it as a separate REFLUX model. A new file, drythick.dat, was added to provide

the dry-out zone thickness as a function of time to REFLUX3 which, was computed using

MULTIFLO code.

SEISMO

* A relationship (table or curve) between acceleration and fractional area of rock fall (known as the

seismic heterogeneity factor in TPA Version 3.1.4 Code) was developed based on an internal expert

elicitation held at the CNWRA and implemented in SEISMO. The number of ground acceleration

magnitude classes was also increased from 4 to 10. This change replaced the single fractional area of

rock fall parameter (previously referred to as seismic heterogeneity factor) in tpa.inp with 10

acceleration-dependent "fractional area of rock fall" parameters. While all 10 parameters may be

sampled for a particular realization, only those values that match the acceleration values for that

2
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realization are utilized.

The height of the yield zone was changed to a sampled parameter. In the TPA Version 3.1.4 Code the

heights of the yield zone was specified as a constant in the seismo.dat data file and this constant value

was picked according to the acceleration-value and rock condition type. The modification replaces

each data point (i.e., the constant value) in seismo.dat with a probability distribution function from

which the yield zone parameter is sampled to allow the user to account for the uncertainty in the height

of yield zone. This modification resulted in the elimination of the data file seismo.dat with each data

point in this file being represented by an input parameter in tpa.inp that is either constant or sampled.

This implementation removes limitations on the number of sampling points for seismic acceleration

so that the effect of a wider range of ground accelerations can be assessed in the same TPA run. The

change to 10 acceleration values instead of 4 introduced nearly 50 new parameters.

* New energy-loss dependent WP failure criterion replaced the ultimate strength WP failure criterion

used in TPA 3.1.4. Additional information can be found in attachment C.

EBSREL

* The ebsfilt.f module was added to account for changes in physical properties ( porosity, permeability,

and retardation) of the invert by the cementitious materials released from the liners. This affects only

the advective flow through the backfill/invert material. The module ebsfilt.dat was added as a stand-

alone code called within EBSREL.

* The computationally demanding diffusive release calculation was suppressed because its small

contribution to the total groundwater release. The input file tpa.inp does not have any diffusion-

related parameters.

* Aqueous release of the gap fraction is implemented in the stand-alone code releaset.f. New gap

fractions were incorporated in tpa.inp.

* New parameters were introduced to specify bathtub heights varying from subarea to subarea for

corrosion, initially defective, and seismic failures. For faulting and volcanism, the bathtub height is

specified for the whole repository. This change introduces additional variability in the radionuclide

release calculations.

* Capabilities were added to evaluate release from WPs that failed due to seismic events, on a time-

dependent basis (e.g., failure at 2000 yr, 5000 yr, 10,000 yr, and beyond 10,000 yrs.). This

modification removes the conservativeness in the current approach in which all WPs from scenario

failures prior to corrosion failure were summed and assigned a failure time corresponding to the

earliest scenario event.

* A model representing the spent fuel dissolution in the presence of secondary minerals was added to

releaset.f. This can be specified my using IModel - 4.

* A new parameter was introduced to allow the user to specify zero and non-zero initially defective

failure times.

3



* The new approach for specifying the radionuclides in EXEC eliminated the need for ebspac.nuc file

in the subdirectory data.

UZFT and SZFT

* Matrix Kds for the unsaturated and saturated zone hydrostratigraphic units were revised in the tpa.inp

file. Correlation parameters for Kds were introduced only for the saturated zone alluvium unit. The

unsaturated Kds used in the data file can be reviewed in attachment D.

DCAGW and DCAGS

* The dose conversion factors (DCFs) in DCAGW were updated to ensure internal (ingestion,

inhalation) dose factors used in DCF calculations consistent with (or no less conservative than) dose

factors applicable to soluble species used in groundwater transport calculations. Similarly,

consistency/applicability of solubility assumptions used in DCAGS DCF calculations were checked

and DCFs were updated (see attachment E).

* The DCF files were changed to make them more readable by adding column headings and name of

radionuclides.

4



Attachment A

Modifications to tpa.inp in TPA code Version 3.2

iflag CheckNuclidesAndChains(yes-l ,n 0 New parameter Checks if the chains specified by the user are
0=0) consis'tent with the standard chains specified in

INVENT.

Specifying Nuclides and Chains
A new parameter section has been added. Nuclides can be eliminated from the basecase set.
However, if additional nuclides (Pu242, Am242m, Pu238, Cm243, U235, Pa231, Ac227, Pu241,
U233, Th229, Cm244, U236, U232, Sml5l, Cs137, Snl26, Snl2lm, AglO8m, PdlO7, Mo93, Zr93,
Sr9O, or Ni63) are added to the basecase set, then corresponding RDs, Kds, solubilities, gap fractions,
and correlations must be added.

0

Aqueousnuclides
20 N
13 N

lumber of nuclides
[umber of chains

Number of Chain Chain number
nuclides
2 Cm246 --> U238 ** chain 1
3 Cm245 --> Am241 --> Np237 ** chain 2
2 Am243 --> Pu239 ** chain 3
I Pu240 ** chain 4
4 U234 -->Th230 --> Ra226 --> Pb210 ** chain 5
1 Cs135 ** chain 6
1 1129 ** chain 7
1 Tc99 ** chain 8
1 Ni59 ** chain 9
I C14 ** chain 10
1 Se79 ** chain 11
I I Nb94 ** chain 12
1 _ C136 ** chain 13

0
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GLOBAL PARAMETERS

Distribution Parameter Name Value/Range Status Description

/Flag
iflag DirectReleaseOnlyFlag(yCs-lno- 0 New parameter Option to conduct direct-release only calculation

X) 
I

constant DurationOfCompliancePeriod[yrl 1.0e4 New parameter Calculations at two time periods

iconstant NumberOfTimeStepsInComplianc 201 New parameter Sum of pre- and post-compliance time steps must

ePeriod not exceed 201

constant Ratio~fLastToFirstTimeStepInCo 100.0 New parameter *
mpliancePeriod

iconstant NumberOfTimeStepsAfterCompli 0 New parameter Parameter ignored if MaximumTime[yr] -

ancePeriod DurationOfCompliancePeriod[yr]

constant RatioOflastToFirstTimeStepAfter 0.0 New parameter parametersignored if MaximumTime[yr] -

CompliancePeriod DurationOfCompliancePeriod[yr]

iconstant SelectAppendFiles 0 Select Append Files
0 = append all files
I - uzflow.ech and uzflow.rlt only
2 - nfenv.ech and nfenv.rlt only
3 = ebsfail.ech and ebsfail.rlt only
4 - seismo.ech and seismo.rlt only
5 - faulto.ech and faulto.rlt only
6 - volcano.ech and volcano.rit only
7 - ebsrel.ech and ebsrel.rlt only
8 - uzft.ech and uzft.rIt only
9 - szft.ech and szft.rlt only
10 - dcagw.ech and dcagw.rlt only
11 ashplumo.ech and ashplurno.rIt only
12 = ashrmovo.ech and ashrmovo.rlt only
13 - dcags.ech and dcags.rIt only
14 = ashplume.cum only
15 - failt.cum only
16- nefiiuz.cum only
17 - releaset.cum only

0
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NFENV

iconstant SelectRefluxModel(1,2,3) 3 Revised name model 3 is the new option

constant WPUnitCellWidth[m] 22.5 New parameter parameter specific to reflux3 model; TRW
Environmental Safety Systems, Inc. (1995)

loguniform FractionOfCondensateRemoved[l/ 1.0e-8, 1.0 New parameter parameter specific to reflux3 model; TEF team

yr] best estimate

uniform FractionOfCondensateTowardRep 0.0, 1.0 New parameter parameter specific to reflux3 model; TEF team best

ositoryt l/yrl estimate

loguniform FractionOfCondensateTowardRep 1.0e-8, 1.0 New parameter parameter specific to reflux3 model; TEF team best

ositoryRemoved[l/yr] estimate

constant DensityOfWaterAtBoiling[kg/mA3 960.5 New parameter parameter specific to reflux3 model; Handbook of
1 Chemistry and Physics (62d Ed.)

constant EnthalpyOfPhaseChangeForWater 2.4e6 New parameter parameter specific to reflux3 model; Handbook of

[J/kg] __ _ Chemistry and Physics (62nd Ed.)

uniform TemperatureGradientInVicinityOf 1.0, 100.0 New parameter parameter specific to reflux3 model; based on

BoilingIsotherm[K/m] MULTIFLO runs, laboratory-scale experiments

EBSFAIL

uniform InnerOverpackErpIntercept 1040.0, 1240.0 Value changed C-22 data; Previous value: 48.5, 148.5 (alloy 625)

constant _InnerOverpackErpSlope 0.0 Value changed C-22 data; Previous value: -160.8 (alloy 625)

constant CritChlorideConcForSecondLayer 1.0 Value changed C-22 data; Previous value: 3.0e-2 (alloy 625)

_____ ___ m oL/L I _ _ _ _ _ _

SEISMO

hazardcurve SeismicHazardCurveforSEISMO 10 Revised data The number of ground acceleration magnitude
0.05 180.0 classes was increased from 4 to 10. Data from
0.10 500.0 Topical Report YMP-0030NP Seismic Design
0.15 1200.0 Methodology for A Geologic Repository at Yucca
0.20 2400.0 Mountain (DOE, 1995)
0.25 4400.0
0.30 7800.0
0.35 11000.0
0.40 20000.0
0.45 30000.0

0
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r

A CA AAAIIAA

constant

a1 C a AA an n%
l I-Ou %JV- I i

WPUltimateStrength[N/mA2] 4.5D08 Revised data Averaged tensile strength of inner and outer
nlurnalk nf WP% (Cragnolino et al.. 1996)

I f _ _ | , ._ | I _ INWKA V - ;;U-IL ;I:.U ; 10 f A)
n~~ ~ ~~~ no --W A fata

_~~~~ . . .-- _--___IX o: A AC luau" flata I-rnMt-NWK,�lkrXUrtLrIIL;11.4LIVIA

I col istant I Fractilo reaorOUnMtmoilnI 4U.UJ I :w - --.- --INew, d a12ta a- aoo
.~~~~ @ __rSo 4; A ll1 IJPW Mtn Name as aDOvC

constant FractionArearor1JrounuiaUoiuii U. I , ,. -

constant FractionAreaForGroundMotion 3 0.17 New data Same as above

constant FractionAreaForGroundMotion 4 0.23 New data Same as above

constant FractionAreaForGroundMotionS 0.28 New data Same as above

constant FractionAreaForGroundMotion 6 0.34 New data Same as above

constant FractionAreaForGroundMotion 7 0.4 New data Same as above

constant FractionAreaForGroundMotion 8 0.46 New data Same as above

constant FractionAreaForGroundMotion 9 0.5 New data Same as above

constant FractionAreaForGroundMotionlO 0.54 New data Same as above

constant VerticalExtentOfRockFall 1_ [ml 0.0 Revised data Vertical extent of rock fall for ground acceleration
for rock condition 1 and ground acceleration 0.05g

constant VerticalExtentOfRockFalll__[ml 0.0 Revised data Same as above except und acceleration 0.10g

constant VerticalExtentOfRockFalll3[m] 0.0 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.15g

constant VerticalExtentOfRockFall1 4[m] 0.0 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.20g

constant VerticalExtentOfRockFalll 5[m] 0.0 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.25g

constant VerticalExtentOf RockFa0ll- m] 0.0 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.30g

constant VerticalExtentOfRockFall 1 _l7[m] 0.0 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.35g

constant VerticalExtentOfRockFall 18[m] 0.0 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.40g

constant VerticalExtentOfRockFall-91[m] 0.0 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.45g

constant VerticalExtentOfRockFall _10[m] 0.0 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.50g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall2-1 [ml 0.5 0.6 Revised data Vertical extent of rock fall for ground acceleration
for rock condition 2 and ground acceleration 0.05g.
The lower limit is approximately equivalent to the
average rock joint spacing of rock condition 1.
The upper limit is estimated from numerical
results

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall2_2[m] 0.5 1.0 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.10g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall293[m] 0.5 1.1 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.1 5g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall2_41m] 0.5 1.2 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.20g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall2 5[ml 0.5 1.3 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.25g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall2_6[ml 0.5 1.4 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.30g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall2i7[m] 0.5 1.45 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.35g

0
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uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall2 8[m] 0.5 1.5 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.40g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall 2 9[mm 0.5 1.65 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.45g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall210[m] 0.5 1.8 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.50g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall3_1 [ml 0.5 1.0 Revised data Vertical extent of rock fall for ground acceleration
for rock condition 3 and ground acceleration 0.05g

uniform VerticalExtent1fRockFall3 2[m] 0.5 2.0 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.10g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall3-3[m] 0.5 2.5 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.15g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall3-4[m] 0.5 3.0 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.20g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall3_5[m] 0.5 3.5 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.25g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall3 6[m] 0.5 4.0 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.30g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall3-7[m] 0.5 4.5 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.35g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall3_8[m] 0.5 5.0 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.40g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall3 9[m] 0.5 5.7 Revised data Same as above except ound acceleration 0.45g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall3_10[m] 0.5 6.5 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.50g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall491 [ml 0.5 2.7 Revised data Vertical extent of rock fall for ground acceleration
for rock condition 4 and ground acceleration 0.05g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall4_2[m] 0.5 5.5 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.1Og

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall43 [m] 0.5 6.0 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.1 5g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall4A4[ml 0.5 6.5 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.20g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall4 S[m] 0.5 7.0 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.25g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall4 6[m] 0.5 7.5 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.30g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall4i7[m] 0.5 8.0 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.35g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall4j[ml 0.5 8.5 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.40g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall4_9[m] 0.5 9.3 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.45g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall4910[mI 0.5 10.0 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.50g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall5_I [ml 0.5 4.7 Revised data Vertical extent of rock fall for ground acceleration
for rock condition 5 and ground acceleration 0.05g

uniform VerticafxtentOfRockFalbl_2[ml 0.5 9.33 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.1 Og

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall5-3[m] 0.5 9.7 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.1 5g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall5_4[m] 0.5 10.0 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.20g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall5_5[m] 0.5 10.7 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.25g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall5_6[m] 0.5 11.33 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.30g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall5i7[m] 0.5 12.0 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.35g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall5_8[m] 0.5 12.66 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.40g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall5_9[m] 0.5 13.3 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.45g

uniform VerticalExtentOfRockFall5_ 0[m] 0.5 14.0 Revised data Same as above except ground acceleration 0.50g

0
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constant i WPYieldPoint[] 1 0.002 New arameter EstimatedfromTimoshenko (1956)

[ constant WPPlasticElongation[] I 0.02 New parameter Estimated from Timoshenko (1956)

EBSREL

iflag FlowModelFlag(O-BathTub,1-Flo
l__________ wThrough)I

constant InitialFailureTime[yr]
iconstant NumberOfSEISMOWPFailurelnte

0

I I I

I
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constant RD Invert Nb _ 1.0 New parameter Arbitrarily set at TPA 3.1.4 backfill RD

constant GapFractionForCM246 0.0 New data From T. Ahn

constant GapFractionForU238 0.0 New data Same as above

constant GapFractionForCM245 0.0 New data Same as above

constant GapFractionForAM241 0.0 New data Same as above

constant GapFractionForNP237 0.0 New data Same as above

constant GapFractionForAM243 0.0 New data Same as above

constant GapFractionForPU239 0.0 New data Same as above

constant GapFractionForPU240 0.0 New data Same as above

constant GapFractionForU234 0.0 New data Same as above

constant GapFractionForTH230 0.0 New data Same as above

constant GapFractionForRA226 0.0 New data Same as above

constant GapFractionForPB210 0.0 New data Same as above

constant GapFractionForCS 135 0.03 New data Same as above

constant GapFractionForll29 0.03 New data Same as above

constant GapFractionForTC99 0.002 New data Same as above

constant GapFractionForNI59 0.0 New data Same as above

constant GapFractionForCL36 0.06 New data Same as above

constant GapFractionForC14 0.05 New data Same as above

constant Gaff ractionForSE79 0.03 New data Same as above

constant GapFractionForNB94 0.0 New data Same as above

uniform SFWettedFractionInitial_1 0.0, 1.0 New parameter Parameter name show failure mode and subarea #
Data assumed.

uniform SFWettedFractionInitial_2 0.0, 1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFraction Initial_3 0.0, 1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFractionInitial_4 0.0, 1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFraction Initial 5 0.0, 1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFraction Initial-6 0.0, 1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFractionInitial_7 0.0, 1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFraction FAULTO 0.0, 1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFraction VOLCANO 0.0, 1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFraction-SEISMOI-1 0.0, 1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFraction_SEISMOI_2 0.0, 1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFractionSEISMOI_3 0.0, 1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFraction_SEISMOI 4 0.0, 1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFraction-SEISMOI 5 0.0, 1.0 New parameter Same as above

0
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uniform SFWettedFractionSEISMO l6
uniform SFWettedFractionSEISMO I7?
uniform SFWettedFraction SEISMO2- 1
uniform SFWettedFraction SEISM02 2

uniform SFWettedFraction.SEISMO2 3
uniform SFWettedFractionSEISMO2_4

- . ---- .- - rrn*Rn- t~%

i% A I A M.-? "aramptPr I qRML-, aqghnVeI U ,I. Ll~ p......--. _____________________________________
I A A I A ,,o,~~~arn~~t~r I - q 2s nnve

s r^ A I XI-, -aramftr I -Nlame- as anoveI U.U,-U. IUV I A L- I - --

0.0,1.0 New parameter Same as above
in Nn Iam_ au

0.0, 1 fl Ne-w narameter nxame as aw~ve,), I I., flade " ---oad

Ia 1 ^ -,tJn~-t_,rQame AC above.
I U.U A . IAGW h "LalAltflG I -96AW aq Ow _

nn r% I M.- fta~raetepr same aC Ainoven
_U.U, I.U I4 W p-*fSa.-' I -

AA 1 A n~~~~~~~v~~m~~t~~r N~~~m~~ a~~~ anove~~~
A Al I A MaPx rharamptow same as aove

I uniform SFWettec1iraction-SEA2MuL^ U.U, I.U * .s- M.....- -----

uniform SFWettedFractionSEISMO2_6 0.0,1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFraction SEISM02 7 0.0,1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFraction-SEISMO3-1 0.0,1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFractionSEISMO3_2 0.0,1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFraction-SEISM03-3 0.0,1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform |SFWettedFraction SEISM03-4 0.0,1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFractionSEISMO3_5 0.0,1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFractionSEISM03_6 0.0,1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFraction-SEISMO3J7 0.0,1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFraction_SEISMO4_1 0.0,1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFraction.SEISM04 2 0.0,1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFraction-SEISMO4 3 0.0,1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFractionSEISMO4_4 0.0,1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFraction-SEISMO4-5 0.0,1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFraction SEISMO4 6 0.0,1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFraction-SEISMO4 7 0.0,1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFraction-Corrosion-1 0.0,1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFractionCorrosion_2 0.0,1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFraction Corrosion_3 0.0,1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFraction-Corrosion-4 0.0,1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFraction Corrosion-5 0.0,1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFraction Corrosion_6 0.0,1.0 New parameter Same as above

uniform SFWettedFraction Corrosion 7 0.0,1.0 New parameter Same as above

iflag InvertBypass(0-ebsfilt,l=bypass- 0 New parameter -

ebsfilt)
constant InvertRockPorosity 0.14 New parameter R. Codell

constant InvertThickness[m] 1.0 New parameter R. Codell
- - kT~~~~~~ ~ ~~ D 1rA -ll1

.

constant InvertDiffusionCoefficient[m^2/yr
I

W.e-4 1-ew pallirame.L 1%. ucl
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lognormal InvertMatrixPermeability[mA2I1 0.2e-19,0.2e-17 New parameter R. Codell

UZFT

-lognormal MatrixKDjT Amm3/kgl 4.2e+00 3.8e+06 Revised data D. Tumer

lognormal MatrixKD CHnvAmlrn3/kg] 1.3e+01 1.2e+07 Revised data D. Turner

lognormal MatrixKD _CHnzAmIn3/kg] 1.2e+O1 1.le+07 Revised data D. Turner

lognormal MatrixKDLPPw Am[m3/kgE 9.5e+00 8.7e+06 Revised data D. Turner

lognormal MatrixKDUCFAm[m3/kg] I .Oe+-Ol 9.1 e+06 Revised data D. Turner

lognormal MatrixKDBFwAm[m3/kg] 4.1e+00 3.7e+06 Revised data D. Turner

lognormal MatrixKDUFZAm[m3/kg] 3.9e+00 3.5e+06 Revised data D. Turner

lognormal MatrixKD TSw Np[m3/kg] 1.6e-06 2.2e-01 Revised data D. Turner

lognormal MatrixKD CHnvNp[m3/kg] 4.8e-06 6.6e-O1 Revised data D. Tuner

lognormal MatrixKDCHnzNp[m3/kg] 4.4e-06 6.0e-O1 Revised data D. Turner

lognormal MatrixKDPPwNp[m3/kg] 3.6e-06 5.0e-01 Revised data D. Turner

lognormal MatrixKDUCFNp[m3/kg] 3.8e-06 5.2e-01 Revised data D. Turner

lognormal MatrixKDBFw Np[m3/kg] 1.5e-06 2.le-Ol Revised data D. Tuner

lognormal MatrixKD LUFZNp[m3/kgl 1.5e-06 2.0e-O1 Revised data D. Tumer

lognormal MatrixKDTSwUIm3/kg] 4.2e-10 l.le+OO Revised data D. Turner

lognormal MatrixKDCHnvU[m3/kg] 1.3e-09 3.3e+00 Revised data D. Tuner

lognormal MatrixKDCHnzU[m3/kgx 1.2e-09 3.0e+00 Revised data D. Turner

lognormal MatrixKDPPwUIm3/kg] 9.6e-10 2.5e+00 Revised data D. Tuner

lognormal MatrixKDUCFU[m3/kg] I.Oe-09 2.6e+00 Revised data D. Turner

lognormal MatrixKDBFwU[m3/kg] 4.1e-10 I .Oe+OO Revised data D. Turner

lognormal MatrixKD LJFUZU[m3/kgl 3.9e-10 I.Oe+OO Revised data D. Turner

lognormal MatrixKD TSwPujm3/kg] 2.3e-02 2.2e+O1 Revised data D. Turner

lognormal MatrixKD_CHnvPu[m3/kg] 7.1 e-02 6.7e+O1 Revised data D. Turner

lognormal MatrixKDCHnzPu[m3/kg] 6.5e-02 6.le+OI Revised data D. Turner

lognormal MatrixKDPPwPu[m3/kg] 5.3e-02 5.0e+O1 Revised data D. Turner

lognormal MatrixKDUCF_Pu[m3/kg] 5.6e-02 5.2e+O1 Revised data D. Turner

lognormal MatrixKD_BFwPu[m3/kg] 2.3e-02 2.le+OI Revised data D. Turner

lognormal MatrixKDUFZ_Pu[m3/kg] 2.2e-02 2.le+O1 Revised data D. Turner

lognormal MatrixKDTSwTh[m3/kg] 4.8e-05 2.5e+03 Revised data D. Turner

lognormal MatrixKDCHnvTh[m3/kg] I.5e-04 7.6e+03 Revised data D. Turner

lognormal MatrixKDCHnzDhLm3/kg] 1.3e-04 6.9e+03 Revised data D. Turner

lognormal MatrixKD PPwTh[m3/kg] 1.le-04 5.7e+03 Revised data D. Turner

0
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lognormal |MatrixKDUCF_Th[m3/kg] |.le-04 5.9e+03 |Revised data D. Turner

lognormal MatrixKD BFw_Th[m3/kg] 4.7e-05 2.4e+03 Revised data D. Turner

lognormal MatrixKDUFZTh[m3/kg] 4.5e-05 2.3e+03 Revised data D. Turner

SZFT

lognormal AlluviumMatrixRD_SAVAm 7.5e4, 6.8elO Revised data Kds from D. Turner. RD computed with porosity
= 0.125 and grain density- 2470 kg/m3

lognormal AlluviumMatrixRDSAVPu 4.2e2, 3.9e5 Revised data Kds from D. Turner. RD computed with porosity
- 0.125 and grain density- 2470 kg/m3

lognormal AlluviumMatrixRDSAVNp 1.0, 3.9e3 Revised data Kds from D. Turner. RD computed with porosity
3 0.125 and grain density= 2470 kg/m3

lognormal AlluviumMatrixRD_SAV_U 1.0, 1.9e4 Revised data Kds from D. Turner. RD computed with porosity
- 0.125 and grain density- 2470 kg/m3

lognormal AlluviumMatrixRDSAV_Th 1.9, 4.5e7 Revised data Kds from D. Turner. RD computed with porosity
0.125 and grain density- 2470 kg/m3

DCAGW

constant DistanceToReceptorGroup[kimn]sh 20.0 Revised name e

ould be_10_or_20]
uniform WellPumpingRateAtReceptorGrou 1.35e4, 2.64e5 Revised name **

plOkm[gal/day_
uniform WelPumpingRateAtReceptorGrou 4.5e6, 1.3e7 Revised name **

p2Okm[gal/day]

Correlated Parameters

correlateinputs AlluviumMatrixRDSAVAm and 0.964 New parameter D. Turner

AlluviumMatrixRDSAV_Pu
correlateinputs AlluviumMatrixRD_SAV_Am and 0.346 New parameter D. Turner

AlluviumMatrixRDSAV_U
correlateinputs AlluviumMatrixRD_SAV_Am and 0.837 New parameter D. Turner

AlluviumMatrixRDSAVNp
correlateinputs AlluviumMatrixRDSAVAm and 0.112 New parameter D. Turner

AlluviumMatrixRDSAV Th
correlateinputs AlluviumMatrixRD SAV U 0.489 New parameter D. Turner

10



correlateinputs AlluviumMatrixRD_SAVPu and 0.881 New parameter D. Turner
AlluviumMatrixRD SAV p N

correlateinputs AlluviumMatrixRDSAV_Pu and 0.109 New parameter D. Turner
AlluviumMatrixRDSAVTh

correlateinputs AlluviumMatrixRD_SAVNp and 0.260 New parameter D. Turner
AlluviumMatrixRD SAV Th

correlateinputs AlluviumMatrixRD_SAVNp and 0.610 New parameter D. Turner
AlluviumMatrixRD SAV U III

correlateinputs AlluviumMatrixRDSAVTh and 0.165 New parameter D. Turner
AlluviumMatrixRD SAV U I I _I

Timoshenko, S.P. 1956. Strength of Materials: Part 11 Advanced Theory and Problems. 3"d ed. D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc. Princeton: NJ.

Cragnolino, G.A. H.K. Manaktala, and Y.M. Pan. 1996. Thermal Stability and Mechanical Properties of High-Level Radioactive Waste Container

Material: Assessment of Carbon and Low-Alloy Steels. CNWRA96-004. Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses: San Antonio, TX.

NI
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New data file: drythick.dat

17
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

1.0
10. 0
20. 0
30.0
40.0
50. 0
60.0
70.0
80. 0

100. 0
200 .0
400 .0
600.0
800.0

1000. 0
2000. 0
4000. 0

1.0
4.9
8.2

12. 1
16. 7
21. 5
23.7
24. 9
25.9
27.6
33.6
49.5
70.7
78.7
80.7

7.3
0 .0

LA
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Revised data set: gw-pb-ci.dat

These dcf's are for the cirwu CG in the pluvial biosphere
and are doses due solely to drinking 2L/d of contaminated
well water in units of (rem/yr)/(Ci/m3). They use the
standard TPA code ordering of nuclides.
LMD: 1/30/98 New dcf's were obtained from CNWRA 97-009
PAL: 6/3/98 New dcf's provided. New dcf's based on CNWRA 97-009

except internal dose factors were changed to MAX class using 1996
GENII-S libraries.
Note: AgllOm DCFs were substituted for AglO8m. Pu-238 and Pu-241

dcf's were calculated using the Pu-239 dcf and ratio of dcf's
tabulated in Federal Guidance 11.
startdata
nuclide ing dw
U238 l.90E+05
Cm246 2.70E+06
Pu242 2.40E+06
Am242m 2.60E+06
Pu238 2.35E+06
U234 2.1OE+05
Th230 4.OOE+05
Ra226 6.90E+05
Pb2lO 3.90E+06
Cm243 1.80E+06
Am243 2.60E+06
Pu239 2.60E+06
U235 l.90E+05
Pa231 7.70E+06
Ac227 l.OOE+07
Cm245 2.70E+06
Pu241 5.04E+04
Am241 2.60E+06
Np237 3.80E+06
U233 2.10E+05
Th229 2.60E+06
Cm244 1.50E+06
Pu240 2.60E+06
U236 2.OOE+05

13



U232 9.60E+05

Sml5l 2.80E+02
Cs137 3.50E+04
Cs135 5.OOE+03

I129 1.80E+05

Sn126 1.40E+04

Snl2lm 1.1OE+03

AglO8m 7.90E+03

PdlO7 1.1OE+02

Tc99 1.60E+03

Mo93 8.80E+02
Nb94 5.30E+03

Zr93 1.20E+03

Sr9O 8.70E+04

Se79 6.10E+03

Ni63 4.20E+02

Ni59 1.50E+02

C136 2.20E+03

C14 1.50E+03

14



Revised data set: gs-cbci.dat

These dcf's are for the cirwu CG in the current biosphere

and are in the order of; direct exposure, and inhalation.

All dcf's are in units of (rem/yr)/(Ci/m2)
except for inhalation which is (rem/yr)/(Ci/m2) per unit

resuspension factor (1/m) or (rem/yr)/(Ci/m3). They use the

standard TPA code ordering of nuclides.

LMD: 1/30/98 New dcf's were obtained from CNWRA 97-009

Note: AgllOm DCFs were substituted for AglO8m. Pu-238 and Pu-241

dcf's were calculated using the Pu-239 dcf and ratio of dcf's

tabulated in the GENII PNL DCF library.

PAL: 6/4/98 Confirmed inhalation dcf's based on most conservative

FGll lung class assumptions for internal dose factors consistent

with DCF revisions for other receptors. Breathing rate used in inh

calculation is 1.2m3/hr (source is ICRP "light activity" value which

is also used in NUREG CR-5512).
startdata
nuclide
U238
Cm246
Pu242
Am242m
Pu238
U234
Th230
Ra226
Pb210
Cm243
Am243
Pu239
U235
Pa231
Ac227
Cm245
Pu241
Am241
Np237
U233

dir exp
2. 60E+00
3 .70E+00
3. 20E+00
1. 40E+0l
1. 60E+00
3. 50E+00

3. 50E+00
3. OOE+01
1. 20E+01
6. OOE+02
2. 50E+02
1.70E+00
7. 10E+02
l.90E+02
7. 50E-0l
4. 10E+02
2. 60E-02
1. 30E+02
1. 40E+02
3. 40E+O0

inh
1. 24E+12
4. 73E+12
4. 31E+12
4.46E+12
4. 11E+12
1. 39E+12

3 . 42E+12
9. 00E+10
1. 42E+ll
3. 22E+12
4. 62E+12
4. 50E+12
1. 29E+12
1.35E+13
7. 02E+13
4. 77E+12
8. 65E+10
4 . 66E+12
5. 67E+12
1. 42E+12
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Th229
Cm244
Pu240
U236
U232
Sml5l
Cs137
Cs135
I129
Sn126
Snl2lm
AglO8m
PdlO7

Tc99
Mo93
Nb94
Zr93
Sr9O
Se79
Ni63
Ni59
C136
C14

4. OOE+02
4 . 20E+O0
3. 80E+00
3. 10E+OO
4. 90E+OO
2.40E-02
2. 60E+03
1.60E-O1
1. 20E+02
2. 60E+02
2. 30E+01
1. 20E+04
O. OOE+00
3 .70E-O1
2. 50E+01
7. 30E+03
O. OOE+O0
1. 30E+00
9. 90E-02
O. OOE+OO
O. OOE+OO
3. 20E+OO
7. 70E-02

2. 25E+13
2. 60E+12
4. 50E+12
1. 32E+12
6. 91E+12
3. 14E+08
3. 35E+08
4. 77E+07
1. 82E+09
1. 05E+09
1.21E+08
2. 97E+09
1. 34E+08
8. 73E+07

2. 99E+08
4. 35E+09
3. 38E+09
1. 36E+10
1.03E+08
6. 60E+07
2. 83E+07
2. 30E+08
2. 19E+07

0

\C..1~
I
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Revised data set: gs-pbad.dat

These dcf's are for the adfr CG in a pluvial biosphere

and are in the order of; direct exposure, inhalation, ingestion

of animal products, and ingestion of crops.

All dcf's are in units of (rem/yr)/(Ci/m
2)

except for inhalation which is (rem/yr)/(Ci/m2) per unit

resuspension factor (1/m) or (rem/yr)/(Ci/m
3). They use the

standard TPA code ordering of nuclides.

LMD: 1/30/98 New dcf's were obtained from CNWRA 97-009

PAL: 6/3/98 New dcf's provided for all columns except dir 
exp.

New dcf's based on CNWRA 97-009 except internal dose 
factors were

changed to MAX class using 1996 GENII-S libraries.

Note: AgllOm DCFs were substituted for AglO8m. Pu-238 
and Pu-241

dcf's were calculated using the Pu-239 dcf and ratio of 
dcf's

tabulated in Federal Guidance 11.

0

start-data
nuclide dir exp
U238 1.30E+01
Cm246 1.90E+01
Pu242 1.70E+01
Am242m 7.30E+01
Pu238 8.30E+00
U234 1.80E+01
Th230 1.80E+01
Ra226 1.60E+02
Pb210 6.20E+01
Cm243 3.10E+03
Am243 1.30E+03
Pu239 8.80E+00
U235 3.60E+03
Pa231 9.80E+02
Ac227 3.80E+00
Cm245 2.10E+03
Pu241 1.30E-0l
Am241 6.70E+02
Np237 7.30E+02
U233 1.80E+0l
Th229 2.10E+03

inh
1.24E+12
4.73E+12
4. 31E+12
4.46E+12
4. 11E+12
1.39E+12
3.42E+12

9. OOE+10
1. 42E+ll
3. 22E+12
4. 62E+12
4. 50E+12
1. 29E+12
1. 35E+13
7. 02E+13
4.77E+12
8. 65E+10
4. 66E+12
5.67E+12
1.42E+12
2. 25E+13

ing ani prod

7.53E+0l
4.20E+01
4.70E+00
1.41E+01
4.43E+00
8.30E+01
1.80E+00
1.20E+03
l.09E+03
2.80E+01
1.50E+01
4.90E+00
7.82E+01
3.80E+O1
2.13E+02
4.20E+0l
9.51E-02
1.50E+0l
6.50E+02
8.50E+01
8.53E+01

ing crop
9. 02E+02
1. OOE+04
9.OOE+03
9. 53E+03

8. 60E+03
9. 80E+02
1.50E+03
3. 60E+03
1.96E+04
6. 80E+03
9. 81E+03
9. 50E+03
9.14E+02
3 .30E+04
4 . 73E+04
1. OOE+04
1. 84E+02
9. 80E+03
2. 50E+04
9. 90E+02
1.02E+04

2'-1
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Cm244
Pu240
U236
U232
Sml51
Cs137
Cs135
I129

Sn126
Snl2lm
AglO8m
PdlO7
Tc99
Mo93
Nb94
Zr93
Sr9O
Se79
Ni63
Ni59
Cl36

C14

2. 20E+Ol
2. OOE+O1
1. 60E+O1
2. 50E+Ol
1.20E-O1
1.30E+04
8.30E-O1
6. 20E+02
1. 30E+03
1. 20E+02
6. 20E+04
O. OOE+OO
1. 90E+OO
1. 30E+02
3. 70E+04
O. OOE+OO
6. 70E+OO
5. l0E-Ol
O. OOE+OO
O. OOE+OO
1.70E+Ol

3.90E-Ol

2. 60E+12
4. 50E+12
1. 32E+12
6. 91E+12
3. 14E+08
3. 35E+08
4. 77E+07
1.82E+09
1.05E+09
1. 21E+08
2. 97E+09
1.34E+08
8. 73E+07
2. 99E+08
4 .35E+09
3.38E+09
1. 36E+10
1. 03E+08
6. 60E+07
2. 83E+07
2. 30E+08

2.19E+07

2. 30E+O1
4. 90E+OO
7. 90E+O1
3. 82E+02
1.70E-O1
6. 90E+02
1.OOE+02
2. 20E+03

1. 69E+02
1. 90E+O1
3. 70E+OO
1. 70E+OO
1. 1OE+02
1. 1OE+O1
2.70E-03
1.86E-03
2.49E+03
3.60E+O1
1. 20E+O1
4 .30E+OO
1. 70E+04
0. OOE+O0

5.40E+03
9. 50E+03
9. 20E+02
4 . 54E+03
1. 70E+OO
3. 80E+02
5. 50E+Ol
1.60E+03
1.68E+02
1. 88E+O1
2.40E+02
4.70E+OO
2. 30E+03
1. 90E+02
4.40E+O1
4. 75E+OO
6.92E+03

6. 20E+O1
5. 20E+OO

1. 90E+OO
3. 90E+04

1.70E-Ol

0

(N
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Revised data set: gs-pb-ci.dat

These dcf's are for the cirwu CG in a pluvial biosphere

and are in the order of; direct exposure, and inhalation.

All dcf's are in units of (rem/yr)/(Ci/m2)
except for inhalation which is (rem/yr)/(Ci/m2) per unit

resuspension factor (1/m) or (rem/yr)/(Ci/m3). They use the

standard TPA code ordering of nuclides.

LMD: 1/30/98 New dcf's were obtained from CNWRA 97-009

Note: AgllOm DCFs were substituted for AglO8m. Pu-238 and Pu-239

dcf's were calculated using the Pu-239 dcf and ratio of dcf's

tabulated in the GENII PNL DCF library.

PAL: 6/4/98 Confirmed inhalation dcf's based on most conservative

FG11 lung class assumptions for internal dose factors consistent

with DCF revisions for other receptors. Breathing rate used in inh

calculation is 1.2m3/hr (source is ICRP "light activity" value

0

which is also used
start-data

in NUREG CR-5512).

nuclide
U238
Cm246
Pu242
Am242m
Pu238
U234
Th230
Ra226
Pb210
Cm243
Am243
Pu239
U235
Pa231
Ac227
Cm245
Pu241
Am241
Np237
U233

dir exp
2. 60E+00
3. 70E+00
3. 20E+00
1.40E+0l
1.60E+00
3. 50E+00
3. 50E+00
3. OOE+0l
1.20E+01
6. OOE+02
2. 50E+02
1.70E+00
7. 10E+02
l.90E+02
7. 50E-01
4. 10E+02
2. 60E-02
1. 30E+02
1.40E+02
3. 40E+O0

inh
1. 24E+12
4. 73E+12
4. 31E+12
4.46E+12
4. 11E+12
1.39E+12
3. 42E+12
9. OOE+10
1.42E+ll
3. 22E+12
4. 62E+12
4. 50E+12
1.29E+12
1.35E+13
7. 02E+13
4 . 77E+12
8. 65E+10
4. 66E+12
5. 67E+12
1. 42E+12 5:
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Th229
Cm244
pu240
U236
U232
Sm151
Cs137
Cs135
I129
Sn126
Snl2lm
AglO8m
PdlO7

Tc99
Mo93
Nb94
Zr93
Sr9O
Se7 9
Ni63
Ni59
C136
C14

4. OOE+02
4 .20E+O0
3. 80E+Q0
3. 10E+OO
4 .90E+00
2.40E-02
2. 60E+03
1.60E-01

1. 20E+02
2. 60E+02
2. 30E+O1
1. 20E+04
0.OOE+00
3.70E-01
2. 50E+01
7 .30E+03
O. OOE+00
1. 30E+00
9. 90E-02
O. OOE+OO
O. OOE+O0
3. 20E+OO
7. 70E-02

2. 25E+13
2. 60E+12
4. 50E+12
1. 32E+12
6. 91E+12
3. 14E+08
3. 35E+08
4.77E+07
1.82E+09
1.05E+09
1. 21E+08
2. 97E+09
1. 34E+08
8.7 3E+07
2. 99E+08
4. 35E+09
3. 38E+09
1. 36E+10
1.03E+08
6. 60E+07
2. 83E+07
2. 30E+08
2. 19E+07

0
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Revised data set: gw-cbad.dat

These dcf's are for the adfr CG in the current biosphere

and are doses due solely to direct exposure, inhalation

ingestion of animal products, ingestion of crops, and

ingestion of drinking water in that order in units of

(rem/yr)/(Ci/m3 ). They use the standard TPA code

ordering of nuclides.
LMD: 1/30/98 New dcf's were obtained from CNWRA 97-009

PAL: 6/3/98 New dcf's provided for all columns except dir 
exp.

New dcf's based on CNWRA 97-009 except internal dose factors 
were

changed to MAX class using 1996 GENII-S libraries.

Note: AgllOm DCFs were substituted for AglO8m. Pu-238 and Pu-241

dcf's were calculated using the Pu-239 dcf and ratio 
of dcf's

tabulated in Federal Guidance 11.

start_dat
nuclide
U238
Cm246
Pu242
Am242m
Pu238
U234
Th230
Ra226
Pb210
Cm243
Am243
Pu239
U235

Pa231
Ac227
Cm245
Pu241
Am241
Np237
U233
Th229

dir exp
8. 40E+02

2 .70E+0l
1. lOE+02
7 . OOE+02
1. 20E+01
2. 60E+01
2. 60E+01
5. 60E+04
1. 30E+02
4 .40E+03
7 . 50E+03
1. 30E+01
5. 80E+03

1. 40E+03
1. 30E+04
3. OOE+03
2. OOE-01
9. 60E+02
6. 30E+03
2. 50E+01
1. lOE+04

inh
3. 10E+02
1.20E+03
1. lOE+03
1. 12E+03
1. lOE+03
3.40E+02
8. 80E+02
2. 20E+01
5.15E+0l
8. OOE+02
1. 20E+03
1. 20E+03
3. 20E+02

3. 50E+03
1. 81E+04
1. 20E+03
2. 28E+01
1.20E+03
1. 50E+03
3. 50E+02
5. 85E+03

ing ani prod

2.31E+04
1.50E+04
2.OOE+03
6.34E+03
1.90E+03
2.60E+04
6.50E+02
2.70E+05
4.03E+05
9.90E+03
6.51E+03
2.10E+03

2.41E+04
1.40E+04
7.90E+04
1.50E+04
4.07E+01
6.50E+03
2.OOE+05
2.60E+04
2.88E+04

ing crop
2. 56E+05
3. 60E+06
3. 20E+06
3.41E+06
3. 08E+06
2. 70E+05
5. 30E+05
9. 10E+05
5. 39E+06
2.40E+06
3. 50E+06
3.40E+06
2. 51E+05

1. OOE+07
1. 31E+07
3. 60E+06
6. 60E+04
3. 50E+06
5. 0OE+06
2. 80E+05
3. 57E+06

ing dw
1. 90E+05

2.70E+06
2. 40E+06
2. 60E+06
2. 35E+06
2. 10E+05
4. OOE+05
6. 90E+05
3. 90E+06
1.80E+06
2. 60E+06
2. 60E+06
l.90E+05
7. 70E+06
1.OOE+07
2. 70E+06
5. 04E+04
2. 60E+06
3. 80E+06
2. 10E+05
2. 60E+06
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Cm244
Pu240
U236
U232
Sm151
Cs137
Cs135
I129
Sn126
Snl2lm
AglO8m
PdlO7
Tc99
Mo93
Nb94
Zr93
Sr9O

Se79
Ni63
Ni59

C136
C14

3. 10E+O1

2. 80E+O1
2. 30E+01
7. 30E+03
1. 80E-O1
1. 90E+04
1.20E+OO
5. 30E+02
6. 70E+04
1. 70E+02
5. 60E+04
O. OOE+OO
6.80E-O1
1. 70E+02
5. 30E+04
1. 60E+OO
9. 30E+OO
7 .30E-O1
O. OOE+OO
O.OOE+OO
7 . 90E+OO
O. OOE+OO

6.40E+02
1. 20E+03
3. 30E+02
1. 84E+03
7. 80E-02
7.70E-02
1.20E-02
2.40E-Ol
2. 64E-0l
3. 11E-02
1. 20E-O1
3.30E-02
5. 80E-03
7.OOE-02
1. 1OE+OO
8.54E-O1
5. 22E-O1
2. 60E-02

8. 30E-03
3. 50E-03

2. OOE-02

0. OOE+00

7. 90E+03
2. 10E+03
2. 50E+04
1. 21E+05
7. 50E+O1
1.60E+05
2 .30E+04
8. 50E+05
6 .44E+04
7. 10E+03
1. 20E+03
3. 10E+02
1. 40E+02
5. 20E+02
6. 80E-O1
3.17E-01
1.15E+05
1.lOE+04

1. 90E+03
6. 70E+02

2. OOE+04
3. 20E+03

1.90E+06
3. 40E+06
2. 60E+05
1.31E+06
3. 70E+02
4 .60E+04
6. 70E+03
2.40E+05
2. 01E+04
2. 19E+03
9. 90E+03
1. 50E+02
3. OOE+03
1. 40E+03
7 . OOE+03
1.60E+03
1.31E+05
8. OOE+03

5. 50E+02
2.OOE+02
2. 30E+04
8. 80E+03

1. 50E+06
2. 60E+06
2. OOE+05
9. 60E+05
2. 80E+02
3. 50E+04
5.OOE+03
1.80E+05
1. 40E+04
1.lOE+03
7. 90E+03
1. lOE+02
1. 60E+03
8. 80E+02
5 . 30E+03
1. 20E+03
8.70E+04
6.10E+03
4. 20E+02
1.50E+02

2. 20E+03
1.50E+03
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Revised data set: gwpb-ad.dat

These dcf's are for the adfr CG in the pluvial biosphere

and are doses due solely to direct exposure, inhalation

ingestion of animal products, ingestion of crops, and

ingestion of drinking water in that order in units of

(rem/yr)/(Ci/m3). They use the standard TPA code

ordering of nuclides.

LMD: 1/30/98 New dcf's were obtained from CNWRA 97-009

PAL: 6/3/98 New dcf's provided for all columns except dir exp.

New dcf's based on CNWRA 97-009 except internal dose factors were

changed to MAX class using 1996 GENII-S libraries.

Note: AgllOm DCFs were substituted for Agl08m. Pu-238 and Pu-241

dcf's were calculated using the Pu-239 dcf and ratio of dcf's

tabulated in Federal

start_data
nuclide dir exp

U238 6.OOE+02

Cm246 l.90E+0l
Pu242 7.60E+0l
Am242m 4.90E+02

Pu238 8.30E+00
U234 1.80E+01
Th230 1.80E+0l
Ra226 4.OOE+04
Pb210 8.80E+0l
Cm243 3.10E+03
Am243 5.30E+03
Pu239 8.80E+00
U235 4.OOE+03

Guidance 11

inh
2. 10E+02
8. 60E+02
7. 81E+02
8. 13E+02
7. 49E+02
2. 40E+02
6. 20E+02
1. 60E+0l
3. 59E+0l
5. 80E+02
8. 40E+02
8. 20E+02
2. 20E+02
2 . 40E+03
1.30E+04
8. 60E+02
1. 56E+0l
8. 40E+02
1. OOE+03
2. 40E+02
4. 13E+03
4. 50E+02
8. 20E+02
2. 30E+02

ing ani prod
1.41E+04
8.50E+03
1.1OE+03
3.72E+03
1.09E+03
1.60E+04
3.80E+02
1.60E+05
2.40E+05
5.70E+03
3.80E+03
1.20E+03
1.50E+04
8.30E+03
4.57E+04
8.50E+03
2.33E+01
3.80E+03
1.20E+05
1.60E+04
1.74E+04
4.60E+03
1.20E+03
1.50E+04

ing crop
1. 23E+05
1.80E+06
1.60E+06
1.71E+06
1. 54E+06
1. 40E+05
2. 60E+05
4. 60E+05
2. 70E+06
1. 20E+06
1.70E+06
1. 70E+06
1. 31E+05
5. 10E+06
6.76E+06
1. 80E+06
3.30E+04
1.70E+06
2. 50E+06
1. 40E+05
1. 79E+06
9. 60E+05
1. 70E+06
1. 30E+05

ing dw

l.90E+05
2. 70E+06
2. 40E+06
2. 60E+06
2. 35E+06
2. 10E+05
4 . OOE+05
6. 90E+05
3. 90E+06

1. 80E+06
2. 60E+06
2. 60E+06
1. 90E+05
7. 70E+06
1. OOE+07
2. 70E+06
5.04E+04
2. 60E+06
3. 80E+06
2. 10E+05
2. 60E+06
1. 50E+06
2. 60E+06
2. 00E+05

Pa231
Ac227
Cm245
Pu241
Am241
Np237
U233
Th229
Cm244
Pu240
U236

9. 80E+02

9. OOE+03
2 . 10E+03
1.30E-0l
6. 70E+02
4 .60E+03
1. 80E+01
7 .60E+03
2. 20E+01
2. OOE+01
1. 60E+0l
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U232
Sml5l
Cs137
Cs135
I129
Sn126
Snl2lm
AglO8m
PdlO7
Tc99
Mo93
Nb94
Zr93
Sr9O
Se79
Ni63
Ni59
C136
C14

5. 30E+03
1.20E-O1
1. 30E+04

8. 30E-O1
3. 60E+02
4. 70E+04
1. 20E+02
3. 80E+04
O . OOE+OO
4. 30E-O1
1. 20E+02
3. 70E+04
1. 1OE+OO
6. 40E+OO
5. l0E-Ol
O. OOE+OO
O. OOE+OO
5. 20E+OO
O. OOE+OO

1. 30E+03

5. 70E-02
5. 70E-02
8.50E-03
1.70E-O1
1.93E-O1
2.27E-02
8. 80E-02
2.40E-02
3.70E-03
5. OOE-02
7. 40E-O1
6.03E-O1
3.76E-O1
1. 80E-02
5. 80E-03
2.40E-03
1. 30E-02
0. OOE+OO

7 .23E+04
4 .30E+01
9 .40E+04
1. 40E+04
4 .90E+05
3 .90E+04
4 .30E+03
7 .20E+02
1. 80E+02
8. 70E+01
3 . 10E+02
4. l0E-Ol
1. 95E-O1
6. 68E+04
6 .70E+03
1. 1OE+03
3 .90E+02
1. 30E+04
1. 80E+03

6. 37E+05

1.90E+02
2. 30E+04
3. 30E+03
1. 20E+05
9. 96E+03
1. 08E+03
4. 90E+03
7. 60E+01
1. 60E+03
7. 70E+02
3. 50E+03
7 . 82E+02
6. 96E+04
4. OOE+03
2. 70E+02
1. OOE+02
1. 50E+04
5. 30E+03

9.60E+05
2. 80E+02
3. 50E+04
5.OOE+03
1.80E+05
1.40E+04
1. 1OE+03
7. 90E+03
1. 1OE+02
1. 60E+03
8. 80E+02
5. 30E+03
1. 20E+03
8. 70E+04
6.10E+03
4. 20E+02
1. 50E+02
2. 20E+03
1. 50E+03

N.
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Revised data set: gwqcb ci.dat

These dcf's are for the cirwu CG in the current biosphere
and are doses due solely to drinking 2L/d of contaminated
well water in units of (rem/yr)/(Ci/m3). They use the
standard TPA code ordering of nuclides.
LMD: 1/30/98 New dcf's were obtained from CNWRA 97-009
PAL: 6/3/98 New dcf's provided. New dcf's based on CNWRA 97-009

except internal dose factors were changed to MAX class using 1996

GENII-S libraries.
Note: AgllOm DCFs were substituted for AglO8m. Pu-238 and Pu-241

dcf's were calculated using the Pu-239 dcf and ratio of dcf's 0
tabulated in Federal Guidance 11.
startdata
nuclide ing dw
U238 l.90E+05
Cm246 2.70E+06
Pu242 2.40E+06
Am242m 2.60E+06
Pu238 2.35E+06
U234 2.10E+05
Th230 4.OOE+05
Ra226 6.90E+05
Pb210 3.90E+06
Cm243 1.80E+06
Am243 2.60E+06
Pu239 2.60E+06

U235 l.90E+05
Pa231 7.70E+06

Ac227 l.OOE+07
Cm245 2.70E+06
Pu241 5.04E+04
Am241 2.60E+06
Np237 3.80E+06
U233 2.10E+05
Th229 2.60E+06
Cm244 1.50E+06
Pu240 2.60E+06
U236 2.OOE+05
U232 9.60E+05
Sml5l 2.80E+02
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Cs137 3.50E+04

Cs135 5.OOE+03
I129 1.80E+05

Sn126 1.40E+04
Snl2lm 1.1OE+03
AglO8m 7.90E+03

PdlO7 1.1OE+02

Tc99 1.60E+03

Mo93 8.80E+02
Nb94 5.30E+03

Zr93 1.20E+03
Sr9O 8.70E+04

Se79 6.10E+03

Ni63 4.20E+02
Ni59 1.50E+02

C136 2.20E+03

C14 1.50E+03
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Revised data set: gs-cbad.dat

These dcf's are for the adfr CG in the current biosphere

and are in the order of; direct exposure, inhalation, ingestion

of animal products, and ingestion of crops.
All dcf's are in units of (rem/yr)/(Ci/m2)
except for inhalation which is (rem/yr)/(Ci/m2) per unit

resuspension factor (1/m) or (rem/yr)/(Ci/m3). They use the

standard TPA code ordering of nuclides.
LMD: 1/30/98 New dcf's were obtained from CNWRA 97-009

PAL: 6/3/98 New dcf's provided for all columns except dir exp.

New dcf's based on CNWRA 97-009 except internal dose factors were

changed to MAX class using 1996 GENII-S libraries.

Note: AgllOm DCFs were substituted for AglO8m. Pu-238 and Pu-241

dcf's were calculated using the Pu-239 dcf and ratio of dcf's

tabulated in Federal Guidance 11
startdat
nuclide
U238
Cm246
Pu242
Am242m
Pu238
U234
Th230
Ra226
Pb2lO
Cm243
Am243
Pu239
U235
Pa231
Ac227
Cm245
Pu241
Am241
Np237
U233
Th229
Cm244
Pu240

dir exp
1. 30E+0l
1. 90E+01
1. 70E+01
7 .30E+0l
8 . 30E+00
1. 80E+0l
1. 80E+0l
1. 60E+02
6. 20E+0l
3. 10E+03
1. 30E+03
8. 80E+00
3. 60E+03

9. 80E+02
3 .80E+00
2. 10E+03
1. 30E-0l
6 .70E+02
7 .30E+02
1. 80E+0l
2. 10E+03
2. 20E+01
2. OOE+0l

inh
1. 24E+12
4 .73E+12
4. 31E+12
4. 46E+12
4 .11E+12
1. 39E+12
3. 42E+12
9. OOE+10
1. 42E+ll
3. 22E+12
4. 62E+12
4. 50E+12
1. 29E+12
1. 35E+13
7. 02E+13
4. 77E+12
8. 65E+10
4. 66E+12
5. 67E+12
1. 42E+12
2. 25E+13
2. 60E+12
4. 50E+12

ing ani prod
7.53E+0l
4.20E+0l
4.70E+00
1.41E+01
4.43E+00
8.30E+0l
1.80E+00
1.20E+03
1.09E+03
2.80E+0l
1.50E+01
4.90E+00
7.82E+0l
3.80E+0l
2.13E+02
4.20E+0l
9.51E-02
1.50E+0l
6.50E+02
8.50E+O1
8.53E+01
2.30E+01
4.90E+00

ing crop
9. 02E+02
l.OOE+04
9. OOE+03
9. 53E+03
8. 60E+03
9. 80E+02
1. 50E+03
3. 60E+03
1.96E+04
6. 80E+03
9 . 81E+03
9. 50E+03
9. 14E+02
3. 30E+04
4. 73E+04
1. OOE+04
1. 84E+02
9. 80E+03
2 . 50E+04
9. 90E+02
1. 02E+04
5. 40E+03
9. 50E+03

0
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U236
U232
Sm151
Cs137
Cs135
I129
Sn126
Snl2lm
AglO8m
PdlO7
Tc99
Mo93
Nb94
Zr93
Sr9O
Se79
Ni63
Ni59
C136
C14

1. 60E+O1
2. 50E+O1
1.20E-01
1. 30E+04
8.30E-O1
6 .20E+02
1. 30E+03
1. 20E+02
6. 20E+04
O . OOE+OO
1. 90E+OO
1. 30E+02
3 .70E+04
O .OOE+OO
6 .70E+OO
5.10E-Ol
O . OOE+OO
O . OOE+OO
1.70E+O1
3.90E-O1

1. 32E+12
6. 91E+12
3 .14E+08
3. 35E+08
4 . 77E+07
1. 82E+09
1. 05E+09
1. 21E+08
2. 97E+09
1. 34E+08
8.73E+07
2. 99E+08
4. 35E+09
3. 38E+09
1. 36E+10
1. 03E+08
6. 60E+07
2. 83E+07
2. 30E+08
2. 19E+07

7. 90E+01
3. 82E+02
1.70E-O1
6. 90E+02
1. OOE+02
2. 20E+03
1.69E+02
1.90E+O1
3. 70E+OO
1. 70E+OO
1. lOE+02
1.lOE+O1
2. 70E-03
1.86E-03
2. 49E+03
3. 60E+O1
1. 20E+O1
4. 30E+OO
1. 70E+04
0. OOE+O0

9. 20E+02
4 .54E+03
1. 70E+00
3. 80E+02
5. 50E+O1
1. 60E+03
1. 68E+02
1.88E+O1
2 .40E+02
4 .70E+O0
2. 30E+03
1. 90E+02
4.40E+O1
4. 75E+O0
6 .92E+03
6. 20E+O1
5. 20E+O0
1.90E+OO
3. 90E+04
1.70E-01

0

C'
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Figure A_1. CNWRA expert elicitation result of area failed as a function of ground acceleration



Attachment B

Nuclides to be Tracked for Aqueous Pathway

In the tpa.inp input file, each line should have an integer value or a nuclide name, or be a comment

line beginning with "*". Following the keyword "aqueousnuclides", the total number of nuclides and the

number of chains should be specified. The next lines should be the number of nuclides in chain 1 with the

nuclide names for that chain listed, then the number of nuclides in chain 2 with the nuclide names for that chain

listed, and soon for the remaining chains. The sequence of nuclides should match the order for the decay chain

from parent to daughterI to daughter2, etc. The nuclide names should be one of the 43 nuclides in "invent.f".

After the nuclide name and chain information, the last line must be "endofnuclides".

Also, nuclide names cannot be repeated, no daughter may have two or more parents, and no parent

may have two or more daughters.

If the user adds an element not in the list of aqueous nuclides in the default tpa.inp file, the user must

supply RDs, KDs, and SOLUBILrTIES for that element and a GAP FRACTION for nuclides not in the list

of aqueousnuclides

The user has the option to check whether the nuclides and chains set below are consistent with initial

inventories and the chains in the INVENT module by turning on the flag

"CheckNuclidesAndChains(yes- I ,no- 1)"; the user may select any nuclides and chains by turning this switch

off.

Example:

iflag
CheckNuclidesAndChains(yes 1 ,no=0)
0
**

aqueousnuclides
** number of nuclides
20
** number of chains
13
** chain 1 length followed by parent, daughters, daughter2, etc. (one per line)

2
Cm246
U238
** chain 2 length followed by parent, daughters, daughter2, etc. (one per line)

3
Cm245
*Pu241
Am241
Np237
** chain 3 length followed by parent, daughter1, daughter2, etc. (one per line)

-I-
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2
Am243
Pu239
** chain 4 length followed by parent, daughterl, daughter2, etc. (one per line)

l
Pu240
** chain 5 length followed by parent, daughter1, daughter2, etc. (one per line)

4
*Pu238
U234
Th230
Ra226
Pb210
** chain 6 length followed by parent, daughterl, daughter2, etc. (one per line)

1
Cs 135
** chain 7 length followed by parent, daughter1, daughter2, etc. (one per line)

I
1129
** chain 8 length followed by parent, daughter1, daughter2, etc. (one per line)

1
Tc99
** chain 9 length followed by parent, daughter1, daughter2, etc. (one per line)

1
Ni59
** chain 10 length followed by parent, daughter1, daughter2, etc. (one per line)

l
C14
** chain 11 length followed by parent, daughterl, daughter2, etc. (one per line)

I
Se79
** chain 12 length followed by parent, daughter1, daughter2, etc. (one per line)

1
Nb94
** chain 13 length followed by parent, daughter1, daughter2, etc. (one per line)

I
C136
**

endofnuclides

-2-
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Attachment C

Replacing ultimate strength criterion for assessing WP failure with the maximum allowable strain

criterion.

The failure criterion used TPA3. 1.4 for SEISMO to assess WP integrity upon impact of rock falls is

the ultimate strength. This criterion is highly conservative. Based on this criterion, a waste package is judged

to have failed if the ultimate (tensile) strength of the waste package material at the point of impact is exceeded

by the impact stress. In reality, this criterion indicates only the initiation of a failure process. To complete this

failure process (that is, the stress along the entire thickness of the waste package below the impact point should

exceed the ultimate strength) will require substantially more energy. Furthermore, it is the common knowledge

that metal can undergo substantial plastic deformation without having actual fracture taking place. The ultimate

strength failure criterion does not consider all these.

In order to reduce the unnecessary conservatism, a maximum plastic strain failure criterion is

implemented in the updated version of SEISMO. This criterion stipulates a failure by assuming the plastic

strain at the point of impact exceeds 2% of elongation. Since plastic deformation is considered in this criterion,

it is certainly less conservative than the ultimate strength criterion and, therefore, is a step toward realism.

However, most metals are known to be able to undergo more than 2% of elongation without failure.

Furthermore, failure at one point does not really mean the failure of the entire waste package. It constitutes the

initiation of a failure process. More energy will still be needed to further such process. The real breach of the

waste package takes place when the entire waste package wall underneath the impact point has undergone more

than 2% elongation. If the impact stress is not able to produce sufficient energy, the failure process could stop

with the remaining waste package wall beneath the impact point intact. Consequently, no failure occurs. Based

on the discussion above, it is clear that considerable conservatism with this criterion still exists. Replacing the

original ultimate strength criterion with the maximum plastic strain failure criterion represents a positive effort

to reduce the conservatism with the SEISMO module.

The figure on the page gives a schematic of stress versus strain curve for a typical metal under tension.

oy in the figure is the yield strength at the yield point assuming to be 0.2% of the permanent set (Timoshenko,

1956). ULT indicates the ultimate strength at 2% elongation. The effects of permanent set and the maximum

plastic allowable strain elongation can be evaluated by changing their values in tpa.inp file. This general

stress-strain curve is used in the SEISMO forTPA3.2. When the energy generated due to impact is greater than

the energy (area below the stress-strain curve) required to break the WP, the WP is said to have failed.

-1-
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Attachment D
D. Turner

Log KD(m3/kg) Am(III)-TSw Am(OII)-CHnv Am(/II)-CHnz Am(Il)-PPw Am(III)-UCF Am(JII)-BFw Am(III)-UFZ

Distribution log normal log normal log normal log normal log normal log normal log normal

Mean 4.0109879 4.4930726 4.4516799 4.3681338 4.387439 3.9957479 3.9799537

Standard Deviation 0.7482941 0.7482941 0.7482941 0.7482941 0.7482941 0.7482941 0.7482941

Minimum 0.6228182 1.1049028 1.0635102 0.9799641 0.9992693 0.6075782 0.5917839

Maximum 6.5810199 7.0631046 7.0217119 6.9381659 6.957471 6.56578 6.5499857

Log KD(m3ikg) Np(V)-TSw Np(V)-CHnv Np(V)-CHnz Np(V)-PPw Np(V)-UCF Np(V)-BFw Np(V)-UFZ

Distribution
Mean
Standard Deviation

Minimum
Maximum

log normal log normal log normal log normal log normal log normal log normal

-1.7955226 -1.313438 -1.3548307 -1.4383767 -1.4190716 -1.8107626 -1.8265569

0.4222233 0.4222233 0.4222233 0.4222233 OA222233 0.4222233 0.4222233

-5.8018677 -5.319783 -5.3611757 -5A447217 -5.4254166 -5.8171076 -5.8329019

-0.6614482 -0.1793635 -0.2207562 -0.3043023 -0.2849971 -0.6766882 -0.6924825

Log KD(m3/kg) Pu(V)-TSW Pu(V)-CHnv Pu(V)-CHnz Pu(V)-PPw Pu(V)-UCF Pu(V)-BFw Pu(V)-UFZ

Distribution
Mean
Standard Deviation
Minimum
Maximum

log normal log normal log normal log normal log normal log normal log normal

0.1693902 0.6514749 0.6100822 0.5265361 0.5458413 0.1541502 0.138356

0.3047764 0.3047764 0.3047764 0.3047764 0.3047764 0.3047764 0.3047764

-1.6311101 -1.1490254 -1.1904181 -1.2739641 -1.254659 -1.64635 -1.6621443

1.3430397 1.8251244 1.7837317 1.7001856 1.7194908 1.3277997 1.3120054

Log KD(m3/kg) Th(IV)-TSw Th(IV)-CHnv Th(IV)-CHnz Th(IV)-PPw Th(IV)-UCF Th(lV)-BFw Th(IV)-UFZ

Distribution log normal log normal log normal log normal log normal log normal log normal

Mean 1.7107391 2.1928238 2.1514311 2.067885 2.0871902 1.6954991 1.6797049

Standard Deviation 0.5826846 0.5826846 0.5826846 0.5826846 0.5826846 0.5826846 0.5826846

Minimum -4.3172929 -3.8352082 -3.8766009 -3.9601469 -3.9408418 -4.3325328 -4.3483271

Maximum 3.3973053 3.87939 3.8379973 3.7544512 3.7737564 3.3820653 3.3662711

Log KD(m3ikg) U(VI)-TSW U(VI)-CHnv U(VI)-CHnz U(VI)-PPw U(VI)-UCF U(VI)-BFw U(VI)-UFZ

Distribution log normal log normal log normal log normal log normal log normal log normal

Mean -2.5692576 -2.0871729 -2.1285656 -2.2121116 -2.1928065 -2.5844975 -2.6002918

Standard Deviation 0.9751387 0.9751387 0.9751387 0.9751387 0.9751387 0.9751387 0.9751387

Minimum -9.3749296 -8.8928449 -8.9342376 -9.0177836 -8.9984785 -9.3901696 -9.4059638

Maximum 0.0321064 0.5141911 0.4727984 0.3892523 0.4085575 0.0168664 0.0010721
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Attachment E

Consistency of Internal Dose Factors in TPA
(P. LaPlante 6/2198)

Statement of Problem: Ensure internal consistency between ingestion dose factors used to calculate dose

conversion factors for DCAGW with groundwater transport assumptions in TPA. Check on the consistency

and need to do a similar update for DCFs in DCAGS.

Conclusions/Recommendations: The internal dose factors used for DCF calculations for DCAGW and

DCAGS are based on the default GENII-S dose factor library which was developed by PNL using ICRP 26

and 30 methods and material information from Hanford facility. While no assumptions in TPA groundwater

calculations could be identified for insight to chemical species of contaminants, some selections in the

GENII-S default dose factor data file are not consistent with expectations for material entering the biosphere

and (even regardless of chemical species) some differences exist for a few radionuclides when comparisons

between GENII-S defaults and Federal Guidance 11 (FGI 1) are done. To ensure greatest consistency with

FG 11, C. McKenney and I recommend the following. Because material must be water soluble for

groundwater transport, and water soluble compounds are associated with chemical compound groups in FG 1 I

that produce the greatest ingestion dose factors, it is recommended the DCFs for DCAGW ingestion

(drinking water, crops, animal products) be recalculated assuming the most conservative values for dose

factors. For inhalation of dry groundwater residues, the expected chemistry is found to be generally consistent

with the most conservative lung solubility assumptions, therefore, these DCFs should be recalculated with

this assumption (i.e., most conservative dose factors). For volcanic ash inhalation and ingestion, the chemical

environment in pathways leading to ingestion and inhalation are too uncertain to determine chemical

compound groupings (and thus appropriate dose factors) without additional study. Therefore, it is

recommended the most conservative dose factors be used for DCAGS inhalation and ingestion DCF

recalculations as the most defensible option. Because the calculations are deterministic, it will take about

a day or two to complete updated DCF tables. For more detailed discussion of pertinent issues, see below.

Summary of findings and bases for recommendations (for those who want the details):

1. Internal dose factors used in GENII-S are contained in an unreadable data file that is part of the compiled

code but can be modified with special software. The only options for revising internal dose factors involve

use of PNL software that exchanges this file for a revised set. Revised sets were compared by PNL to FG1 1

(NRC accepted) values and found to be generally consistent. The only method to view the actual dose factors

used is to back calculate the values from code runs. The revised sets will be computed and compared with

FG1 1 values prior to conducting any new runs to ensure the PNL claim is true.

2. Groundwater transport assumptions (e.g., selection of Kd's) for TPA involve "elements" and not specific

chemical species, thus, there is no information base in TPA groundwater calculations to use to determine

consistency with chemical species assumed for internal dose factors in GENII-S (used for DCF calculation).

3. As a matter of good practice, when chemical species are unknown or very uncertain, the most conservative

assumptions provide the best defensible basis. This approach is recommended to licensees by NRC in the

draft LLW BTP (NUREG- 1573) unless they can justify that the conservative chemical form is unlikely to

be present.
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4. Chemical species are considered in TPA source term/release but the chemical environment in the biosphere

is not likely to be similar, therefore, the assumptions used for source term can provide a starting place to

assess what chemical species would be expected to enter the biosphere but not what chemical species would

enter a receptor's nose or mouth.

5. Chemical compound grouping options associated with dose factors involve 17 TPA elements. These

chemical groups are provided in ICRP 30 and FG1 1 for internal dose factors (the preferred sources for NRC

analyses). Choices are more limited for ingestion dose factors. For ingestion of material transported via

groundwater it is reasonable to assume the most water soluble species would be present in the groundwater

(otherwise it would not dissolve and transport). For the existing DCAGW ingestion DCFs, dose factors

pertaining to chemical compound groups that include the most groundwater-soluble species were identified

in FG 1 and compared with back-calculated dose factors from existing DCFs. The majority of existing

internal dose factors matched closely with the highest dose factors in FG I 1 (i.e., highest blood uptake) except

for Ag I OM, U and Pu. This was because the defaults in GENII-S were based on material at Hanford which

was not in the most blood soluble form for these elements. Suggested revision to most blood soluble form

(the chemical form expected in the biosphere) would increase dose factors by about 2 orders of magnitude

for these elements. A few other elements showed differences between the GENII-S defaults and FGI 1, but

most were very close. In general, the most water soluble chemical forms were found to be associated with

the highest dose factors. Thus, it is recommended the ingestion DCFs for groundwater be recalculated with

the most conservative internal dose factor data set that is consistent with FG 1 1. This is the most defensible

at this time from both a technical and "conservative assumption" standpoint. Again, most of current DCAGW

ingestion dose factors are already at this level and therefore most ingestion DCFs are not expected to change.

The internal dose factor set that would be used for new calculations is an update of the previously used

GENII-S data set. The revised dose factor set is more consistent with FG 11 and includes some error

corrections. A comparison of the revised GENII-S internal dose factor library with FG II shows exact

agreement for the majority and 5 to 10% agreement for the remaining radionuclides except as noted below.

The greatest deviations of the revised GENII-S library from FGI 1 include Sr-90 (16% low), Mo-93 (10%

low), 1-129 (13% low), and Ra-226 ingestion only (28% low). These deviations from FG11 are not

considered to present a problem for TPA calculations.

6. Determination of the chemical species available for inhalation (either from dry irrigation residue or from

a volcanic eruption) is more uncertain than the same determination for ingestion of groundwater. D. Turner,

at my request, was able to make reasonable choices for the expected chemical compound grouping (and thus

lung class choices) for assumed precipitate from dried groundwater based on a quick look at water solubility

calculations for J-13 well water (from a Murphy 1991 letter report). Again, water solubility is informative

only because the most water soluble species are expected to transport through the groundwater and be present

in irrigation water used by the receptor group. Identification of the chemical species expected for dried

irrigation water thus provides a basis for selecting the appropriate chemical compound grouping that is

associated with an inhalation class which, in turn, is associated with a specific inhalation dose factor.

Chemical cowpound groups associated with dose factors reported in FGI 1 are based on solubility of

chemical compounds in lung fluid.

Most of D. Turner's inhalation class choices agreed with selections in the GENII-S code for the most

conservative hug solubility classes (note: he was not aware of the dose factor magnitudes when class

selections were made). Those elements with selected lung classes that differed from the most conservative

case include Th, Pa, and Pu, however, the differences in dose factors between the lung classes for these

elements were small and therefore would not justify defending the case for changing from conservative
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selections. There were a few other elements with uncertain chemistry where a decision on chemical

compound grouping (and thus lung class) was considered questionable. Thus, it is recommended that the

most defensible basis for dose factor selection applicable to inhalation of dried groundwater residue is the

use of most conservative inhalation dose factors.

For volcanic deposition, it may be reasonable to assume that the ash material will be in the form of oxides

as it enters the biosphere (although I have no documentation to back this up). However, the pathways to the

nose and mouth from deposited material are varied and involve (particularly for ingestion) multiple uncertain

chemical environments that could lead to species changes (e.g., contact with water, soil, plant membranes

and cells, animal physiology etc). Due to the uncertainty in determining the expected chemical compound

grouping for ash, it is recommended that the most defensible basis for dose factor selection applicable to

inhalation and ingestion of volcanic ash deposits is to use the most conservative dose factors. If information

exists to show that the ash material is likely to be oxides and remain oxides following deposition to the

biosphere, then oxide based classes for inhalation could be used. Oxidation is not consistently correlated with

dose factor increase/decrease so the effect of such an assumption on dose would be mixed.

Comparison of TPA
DCFs

Version 3.1.4 Code DCFs with TPA Version 3.2 Code

Radionuclide
U238
Cm246
Pu242
Am242m
Pu238
U234
Th230
Ra226
Pb210
Cm243
Am243
Pu239
U235
Pa231
Ac227
Cm245
Pu241
Am241
Np237
U233
Th229
Cm244
Pu240
U236
U232
SmI51

Ratio:
Ingestion DCFs
(new value/old value)
11.18
1.00
70.59
1.04
69.12
11.05
1.03
0.99
1.00
1.00
1.00
72.22
10.00
0.99
1.00
1.00
93.33
0.96
1.00
11.05
1.00
1.00
72.22
11.11
19.20
1.00

Ratio:
Inhalation DCFs
(new value/old value)

1.00
1.00
1.39
1.02
1.43
0.97
1.26
1.00
1.07
1.00
1.00
1.46
1.00
1.52
5.02
1.00
1.90
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.27
1.00
1.46
1.00
1.02
1.00
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Cs137 1.00 0.99

Cs135 1.00 1.00

1129 1.00 1.00

Snl26 1.00 1.06

Snl2lm 1.00 1.04

AglO8m 0.33 0.80

PdlO7 1.00 1.00

Tc99 1.00 1.04

Mo93 0.88 28.00

Nb94 1.00 1.10

Zr93 1.00 3.88

Sr9O 0.99 0.98

Se79 1.00 1.00

Ni63 1.05 1.38
Ni59 1.00 1.46

C136 1.00 10.53

C14 1.00 1.00

Comparison based on TPA 3. x DCFs in gs.cbad.dat file and
updated DCFs for that file computed using the same parameter
assumptions as in CNWRA 97-009 (same as used in TPA 3. 1x)
with the only change being the ingestion and inhalation dose
conversion factors in the GENII-S code were updated to 1996
libraries (TPA 3.1 x DCFs were based on 1988 libraries) and
where selections were available, the most conservative solubility
assumptions were used as the most defensible approach.
The solubility assumptions are responsible for most of the
differences in DCFs identified in this table. Internal dose
factors used for new DCF's are consistent with most conservative
selections from Federal Guidance Report number 1 I
Table results are representative of all changes to
ingestion (all) and inhalation (groundwater only) based DCFs
PAL 6/4/98
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4.2.2L? REFLUX3

REFLUX3 calculates the amount of water available to contact the waste packages

due to thermal and gravity refluxing. The actual amount of water that contacts the

packages is a function of the REFLUX3 module and factors contained in the

EBSREL module. REFLUX3 incorporates a feature not included in previous

versions of the code: a procedure for estimating the depth that water may

penetrate below the boiling isotherm. REFLUX3 replaces the REFLUXI and

REFLUX2 modules contained in previous versions of the code.

Figure XX shows the physical processes incorporated REFLUX3. Refluxing water

may originate from two sources: 1) infiltration from ground surface, and 2) water

boiled out of the dry-out zone in rock surrounding the waste package.

Heat produced by the decay of spent fuel will cause waste package temperatures

to exceed the boiling point of water. Water will vaporize as long as temperatures

remain above boiling. The vapor will flow away from the boiling zone and

condense where temperatures are below boiling. The condensate may then flow

back toward the drifts where the wastes are stored. This return flow of condensate

toward the drifts is called reflwxng.

The refluxing water will penetrate some distance below the boiling isotherm

before it is completely vaporL If the penetration distance is greater han the

thickness of the dry-out zone above te drifts, some refluxing water will contact

the waste packages. A particular uit of water may participate in the reflux cycle

many times.

The predominant source of refludng water may change with time. At early times,

reflux may be dominated by water derived from the dry-out zone. At later times,

water derived from infiltration will dominate. Refluxing will cease after all

temperatures drop below boiling. However, some dry-out zone water may still be

stored in the condensate zone and continue to flow to the drifts. Eventually, only

inifltration derived water will flow toward the drifts.

The flowchart of figure XX shows the steps that REFLUX3 performs to calculate

the amount of water available to contact the waste packages.

1. The total amount of water available for refluxing is determined outside of the

REFWX3 module. The time-varying infiltration rate is provided by the

UZFLOW module. The time-varying dry-out zone thickness is read from a

table. The thicknesses are calculated by METRA a process-level code.
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2. The dry-out zone thickness is converted to an equivalent depth of water

D = (T) (n) (S - Sr)

Where:

D = equivalent depth [ml
T = thickness of dry-out zone [ml
n = porosity of rock
S = liquid.saturation
S = residual saturation

3. The volume of water in the condensation zone is the sum of infiltration and

dry-out zone water. The module calculates the volume of water in a unit cell

above a single waste package. This time-varying volume is available for

refluxing.

4. The user may specify a fraction of the water in the condensation zone that is

removed by some undefined mechanism (e.g., shed along the edges of the

repository). This water is permanently lost from the reflux cycle. The

mechanism operates only while temperatures are above boiling.

5. The amount of water that flows from the condensation zone toward the drift is

a funcion of the amount of water stored in the condensation zone. In the

current version of the module, the flow is a user-specified fraction of the

amount stored.

6. As above, the user may specify a fraction of the water flowing from the

condensation zone that is removed by some undefined mechanism (e.g.,

flows along a fast pathway that bypasses the drifts). This water is permanently

lost from the reflux cycle. The mechanism operates only while temperatures

are above boiling.

7. The water flowing from the condensation zone penetrates some distance

below the boiling isotherm. If the penetration distance exceeds the thickness

of the dry-out zone, some portion of the flow will reach the drift. The

penetration distance is calculated with an expression developed by

Phillips(1996):

L = [(pw 0 h) I (k AT) 1I2

Where:



L = penetration distance [ m ]
pw= density of boiling water [ kg/rn ]
Q = flow from condensation zone [ mOs
h = enthalpy of phase change [ K/kg I
K = thermal conductivity of rock [ W/m-K ]

AT = temperature gradient in vicinity of boiling isotherm K/mr1

8. If the penetration distance is less than the thickness of the dry-out zone above
te drifts, all of the flow is returned to the condensation zone.

9. If the penetration distance is greater than the thickness of the dry-out zone
above the drifts, some portion of the flow reaches the drifts. The rest of the
flow vaporizes and returns to the condensation zone. The fraction of flow that
vaporizes is a function of the ratio of the dry-out zone thickness to the
penetration distance. Thus, if the ratio is 0.8, 80 percent of the flow vaporizes
and 20 percent reaches the drift.

10. The output of the REFLUX3 module is the amount of water that reaches the
drifts. Another module, EBSREL, determines how much of this water actually
contacts the waste packages.

4±L3.2 Assumptions and Conservatism of the REFLUX3 Approach

Refluxing water can penetrate the boiling isotherm, allowing liquid water to
contact the waste packages even when temperatures are above boiling.

Al iniltrating water (from UZFLOW) may participate in the reflux cycle.

All water in the dry-out zone surrounding the drifts is vaporized.

Al water vaporized from the dry-out zone above the drifts may participate in
the reflux cycle. Water vaporized from the dry-out zone below the drifts does
not participate in the reflux cycle.

The majority of refluxing water may reach the drifts at early or late times,
depending on user specified values assigned to REFLUX3 parameters. The
user specified parameters are: fraction of water lost from the condensation
zone (item 4 above), fraction of water that flows from the condensation zone
(item 5), and fraction of water flowing from the condensation zone that is lost
(iten 6)



Any fraction of the refluing water that reaches the drifts may contact the
waste packages. The portion that contacts the packages is determined by
factors in the EBSREL module (Fow, Fmult, SbArWt%).

4.2.4 Information flow within TPA

REFLUX3 accepts infiltration values from the UZFLOW module. REFLUX3
produces a time history of the amount of water that reaches the drifts and is
available to contact the waste packages. The EBSREL module uses these values
to determine the amount of water that actually contacts the packages.

Reference

Phillips, O.M., 1996, Infiltration of a liquid finger down a fracture into superheated
roIk, Water Resources Research, Vol. 32, No. 6, June 1996.
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Printed: July 17, 1998

R. Janetzke SCIENTIFIC NOTEBOOK INITIALS:_

June 19, 1998 Reasonableness test for new DCFs in 3.2BETA

It was also found that the release values from ebsrel were different, so an input
set was prepared for 3.2beta which mimicked the 3.1.4 input data set. This
required setting the 3.2beta "NegativeLoglOCarbonateConcentration" to the
3.1.4 value of 6.71 from the 3.2beta value of 3.71. Also the gap fractions for
Cs135, 1129, Tc99, C136, C14 and Se79 were set to 0.0 as they were in 3.1.4.
The 3.2beta data set was changed since it could read the old 3.1.4 ebspac.nuc
data file but 3.1.4 could not read the 3.2beta file. Releaset.f was modified by
adding these lines at line 2200.

call dflux(ccfrd, rd(k,i), alam(k,i), kountr, diffluxl,
& difflux2, dt, it)

The following input files were checked for identical information:
ebsflo.dat exact
ebstrh.dat exact
ebspac.nuc exact - 3.1.4 version copied

These changes produced a run which passed the reasonableness test for release
values. The following files were checked to compare with the 3.1.4 files using
the diff command.

relcum.out
ebsnef.dat exact - requires moving C136 data block to the end of the 3.1.4 file

ebsnef.dat was compared to ebsnef2.dat using the filemerge utility since trailing
blanks in ebsnef2.dat prevent the use of the diff command. The result was an
exact comparison.

The screen output of both runs was captured in files tpa.out in the respective
directories. The gw dose values are presented here to indicate a reasonable
comparison since the remaining differences may be due to the new set of Kd
values used for 3..2beta.
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R. Janetzke SCIENTIFIC NOTEBOOK INITIALS: -

tpa.out for 3.1.4

At end of '
Cm245 '
Cm246
I129 :
C136 ]

Am241 -
Np237 4

sumrn
exec: end realizations

[PI, annual dose GW pathway
5.3594E-02 [mrem/yr]
5.7457E-03 [mrem/yr]
2.4229E-04 [mrem/yr]
L.0496E-04 [mrem/yr]
L.0242E-05 [mrem/yr]
4.8512E-08 [mrem/yr]
5.9697E-02 [mrem/yr]

exec: Run Successfully Completed

tpa.out for 3.2beta

At end of '
Cm245 I
Cm246
I129
C136
Am241
Np237 I

sum u
exec: end realizations

[PI, annual dose GW pathway
5.3594E-02 [mrem/yr]
5.7457E-03 [mrem/yr]
2.4229E-04 [mrem/yr]
1.0496E-04 [mrem/yr]
1.0077E-05 [mrem/yr]
4.8511E-08 [mrem/yr]
5.9697E-02 [mrem/yr]

exec: Run Successfully Completed

Notice that only Am241 and Np237 differ.

A comparison of the totdose.res file using diff produced the following minor
difference.

1,3cd,3
< Input file tpa.inp as supplied with TPA Version 3.2BETA Code.

< Base case data set Rev 3.2BETA 6/04/98

< TPA 3.2BETA, Job started: Fri Jun 19 16:12:44 1998

> Input file tpa.inp as supplied with TPA Version 3.1 Code.

> Base case data set Rev 3.1.4 4/06/98

> TPA 3.1.4, Job started: Fri Jun 19 16:09:43 1998
203c203

1 8.6908E+03 8.4469E-08 1.2098E+07

1.2098E+071 8.6908E+03 8.4472E-08
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A comparison of the cumrel.res files could not be done with diff since the
nuclide names are printed in a different format, so the filemerge utility was
used. The ebsrel and uz values compared exactly, with the sz values comparing
exactly except for the last printed digit for 1129, Np237, and Cm246.

With this the reasonableness test for the DCFs is complete.

June 23, 1998 Functional test for DCFs in TPA 3.2beta.

This testing was performed in 4tpa/test in order to use the debugger to obtain
intermediate results. Final results will be analyzed from files dcagw.rIt and
dcags.rit. The tpa.inp file was setup for 1 vector and 1 subarea and adjusted to
include the 23 nuclides not normally used, along with their corresponding
physical properties. Three nuclides (Pa231, Sn126, Pd107) were chosen form
the list to perform hand calculations to compare with the appropriate *.rIt file.

Case I: current biosphere at Amargosa desert

GW Section

Partial listing of DCF file ( gwcbad.dat ).

nuclide dir exp inh ing ani prod ing crop ing dw

Pa231 1.40E+03 3.50E+03 1.40E+04 1.OOE+07 7.70E+06

Sn126 6.70E+04 2.64E-01 6.44E+04 2.01E+04 1.40E+04

PdlO7 O.OOE+OO 3.30E-02 3.10E+02 1.50E+02 l.1OE+02

Calculate DCF.

dcf(k)=dcfde(k)+dcfinh(k)+dcfinga(k)+dcfingp(k)+dcfdw(k)

Debugger display:

j= 201
k = 14
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char ="Pa231
dcfde(k) = 1400.0
dcfinh(k) = 3500.0
dcfinga(k) = 14000.0
dcfingp(k) = 10000000.0
dcfdw(k) = 7700000.0
dcf(k) = 17718900.0

i = 201
k = 30
char = "Sn126
dcfde(k) = 67000.0
dcfinh(k) = 0.264
dcfinga(k) = 64400.0
dcfingp(k) = 20100.0
dcfdw(k) = 14000.0
dcf(k) = 165500.264

j= 201
k = 33
char = "Pd107
dcfde(k) = 0.0
dcfinh(k) = 0.033
dcfinga(k) = 310.0
dcfingp(k) = 150.0
dcfdw(k) = 110.0
dcf(k) = 570.033

Calculate rem rate.

remperyrpernuclgw(j,k)=dcf(ik)*ciperyrallsafromsz(j,k) /
& dilutionvolume * fractionmasscaptured

Debugger display:
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j= 201
k =6
ik = 14
dcf(ik) = 17718900.0
ciperyrallsafromsz(j, k) = 2.929e-10
dilutionvolume = 15916923.37757219
fractionmasscaptured = 1.0
remperyrpernuclgw(j, k) = 3.260596088131456e-10

j= 201
k = 16
ik = 30
dcf(ik) = 165500.264
ciperyrallsafromsz(j, k) = 9.8056e-06
dilutionvolume = 15916923.37757219
fractionmasscaptured = 1.0
remperyrpernuclgw(j, k) = 1.019562229573245e-07

j= 201
k = 19
ik = 33
dcf(ik) = 570.033
ciperyrallsafromsz(j, k) = 1.5571e-06
dilutionvolume = 15916923.37757219
fractionmasscaptured = 1.0
remperyrpernuclgw(j, k) = 5.576444412308189e-11

Results in dcagw.rIt

time Pa231 Ac227 Pu241 U233 Th229
201 l.OOOOE+04 3.2606E-10 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+0O

time Sn126 Snl21m AglO8m PdlO7 Ni63
201 1.OOOOE+04 1.0196E-07 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 5.5764E-11 O.OOOOE+00

GS Section.
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Partial listing of DCF file ( gscbad.dat ).

nuclide dir exp inh ing ani prod ing crop

Pa231 9.80E+02 1.35E+13 3.80E+01 3.30E+04
Sn126 1.30E+03 1.05E+09 1.69E+02 1.68E+02

PdlO7 O.OOE+OO 1.34E+08 1.70E+00 4.70E+OO

Calculate DCF.

dcf(itk)=dcfde(k)+dcfinh(k)/(gramsashpercm2*1.d+04)*dmassload
& *occupancy*resuspendablefraction(it)+dcfinga(k)+dcfingp(k)

Debugger display.

it = 201
k = 14
char = "Pa231
dcfde(k) = 980.0
dcfinh(k) = 13500000000000.0
gramsashpercm2 = 0.3684
dmassload = 0.0007949399999999999
occupancy = 0.24
resuspendablefraction(it) = 0.3032536171582184
dcfinga(k) = 38.0
dcfingp(k) = 33000.0
dcf(it, k) = 246032.5805029759

it = 201
k = 30
char = "Sn126
dcfde(k) = 1300.0
dcfinh(k) = 1050000000.0
gramsashpercm2 = 0.3684
dmassload = 0.0007949399999999999
occupancy = 0.24
resuspendablefraction(it) = 0.3032536171582184
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dcfinga(k) = 169.0
dcfingp(k) = 168.0
dcf(it, k) = 1653.490022928009

it = 201
k = 33
char = "Pd107
dcfde(k) = 0.0
dcfinh(k) = 134000000.0
gramsashpercm2 = 0.3684
dmassload = 0.0007949399999999999
occupancy = 0.24
resuspendablefraction(it) = 0.3032536171582184
dcfinga(k) = 1.7
dcfingp(k) = 4.7
dcf(it, k) = 8.504441021288798

Calculate rem rate.

remperyrpernucigs(j,k)=dcf(j,ik)*ciperm2gsatCP(j,k)

k = 14
namesdr(k) =" Pa231"
ik = 14
j = 201
dcf(j, ik) = 246032.5805029759
ciperm2gsatcp(j, k) = 1.984905230220715e-14
remperyrpernuclgs(j, k) = 4.883513558450559e-09

k = 30
namesdr(k) =" Sn126"
ik = 30
j = 201
dcf(j, ik) = 1653.490022928009
ciperm2gsatcp(j, k) = 8.6684227872315e-18
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remperyrpernucigs(j, k) = 1.433315059320909e-14

k = 33
namesdr(k) =" Pd107"
ik = 33
j = 201
dcf(j, ik) = 8.504441021288798
ciperm2gsatcp(j, k) = 2.334529932091335e-30
remperyrpernucigs(j, k) = 1.98538721199041e-29

Results in dcags.rlt

time
201 1.OOOOE+04

time
201 1.OOOOE+04

time
201 1.OOOOE+04

Am243
7. 8189E-04

Sml51
1.0400E-43
Snl2lm
7.5755E-76

Pu239
1.0672E-03

Cs137
O.OOOOE+00
AglO8m

3.0200E-50

U235
4. 2431E-11

Cs135
3.1148E-11

PdlO7
1.9854E-29

Pa231
4.8835E-09

I129
O.OOOOE+00

Tc99
O.OOOOE+00

Ac227
2.2756E-08

Sn126
1. 4333E-14

Mo93
O.OOOOE+00

Case II: pluvial biosphere close in

GW Section.

Partial listing of DCF file ( gw-pb-ci.dat )

nuclide ing dw
Pa231 7.70E+06
Snl26 1.40E+04
PdlO7 1.1OE+02

Calculate DCF.

dwdcf(j,k) = dcf(k)

Debugger display:

j = 201
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k = 14
char = "Pa231
dcf(k) = 7700000.0

j= 201
k = 30
char = "Sn126
dcf(k) = 14000.0

j= 201
k = 33
char = "Pd107
dcf(k) = 110.0

Calculate rem rate.

remperyrpernuclgw(j,k)=dcf(ik)*ciperyrallsafromsz(j,k) /
& dilutionvolume * fractionmasscaptured

Debugger display.
j= 201
k =6
names(k) = "Pa231
ik = 14
dcf(ik) = 7700000.0
ciperyrallsafromsz(j, k) = 9.0728e-10
dilutionvolume = 122042.4475814999
fractionmasscaptured = 0.1743946577099596
remperyrpernucigw(j, k) = 9.982845059289788e-09

j = 201
k = 16
names(k) = "Sn126"
ik = 30
dcf(ik) = 14000.0
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ciperyrallsafromsz(j, k) = 3.4204e-05
dilutionvolume = 122042.4475814999
fractionmasscaptured = 0.1743946577099596
remperyrpernuclgw(j, k) = 6.842695297190963e-07

j = 201
k = 19
names(k) = "Pd107"
ik = 33
dcf(ik) = 110.0
ciperyrallsafromsz(j, k) = 5.7493e-06
dilutionvolume = 122042.4475814999
fractionmasscaptured = 0.1743946577099596
remperyrpernuclgw(j, k) = 9.037117396326662e-10

Results in dcagw.rit

time Pa231 Ac227 Pu241 U233 Th229
201 2.OOOOE+04 9.9828E-09 1.2655E-18 0.OOOOE+00 3.9614E-11 5.9021E-12

time Sn126 Snl21m AglO8m PdlO7 Ni63
201 2.OOOOE+04 6.8427E-07 0.OOOOE+00 7.0332E-21 9.0371E-10 6.8077E-22

GS Section.

Partial listing of DCF file ( gs-pb-ci.dat )

nuclide dir exp inh
Pa231 1.90E+02 1.35E+13
Sn126 2.60E+02 1.05E+09
PdlO7 O.OOE+00 1.34E+08

Calculate DCF.

dcf(it,k)=dcfde(k)+dcfinh(k)/(gramsashpercm2*1. d+04)*dmassload
& *occupancy*resuspendablefraction(it)

Debugger display:
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it = 201
char ="Pa231
k = 14
dcfde(k) = 190.0
dcfinh(k) = 13500000000000.0
gramsashpercm2 = 1.233
dmassload = 0.0007949399999999999
occupancy = 0.24
resuspendablefraction(it) = 0.3737070250542298
dcf(it, k) = 78253.41496261269

it = 201
char = "Sn126
k = 30
dcfde(k) = 260.0
dcfinh(k) = 1050000000.0
gramsashpercm2 = 1.233
dmassload = 0.0007949399999999999
occupancy = 0.24
resuspendablefraction(it) = 0.3737070250542298
dcf(it, k) = 266.0715989415365

it = 201
char = "Pd107
k = 33
dcfde(k) = 0.0
dcfinh(k) = 134000000.0
gramsashpercm2 = 1.233
dmassload = 0.0007949399999999999
occupancy = 0.24
resuspendablefraction(it) = 0.3737070250542298
dcf(it, k) = 0.7748516744437109

Calculate rem rate.
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remperyrpernucigs(j,k)=dcf(j,ik)*ciperm2gsatCP(j,k)

Debugger display:

k = 14
namesdr(k) =" Pa231"
j = 201
dcf(j, ik) = 78253.41496261269
ciperm2gsatcp(j, k) = 1.069628559277674e-16
remperyrpernucigs(j, k) = 8.370208750501742e-12

k = 30
namesdr(k) = Sn126"
j = 201
dcf(j, ik) = 266.0715989415365
ciperm2gsatcp(j, k) = 2.245091251424091e-27
remperyrpernucigs(j, k) = 5.973550190360631 e-25

k = 33
namesdr(k) =" Pd107"
j = 201
dcf(j, ik) = 0.7748516744437109
ciperm2gsatcp(j, k) = 5.216873691650406e-53
remperyrpernucilgs(j, k) = 4.042303315336661e-53

Results in file dcags.rit.

time Am243 Pu239 U235 Pa231 Ac227
201 2.OOOOE+04 2.6731E-05 3.9722E-06 1.5661E-13 8.3702E-12 4.3284E-11

time Sml51 Cs137 Cs135 I129 Snl26
201 2.OOOOE+04 9.0934E-83 O.OOOOE+00 3.5116E-18 O.OOOOE+00 5.9736E-25

time Snl21m AglO8m PdlO7 Tc99 Mo93

201 2.OOOOE+04 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 4.0423E-53 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00

The calculated rem rates agree with the output in the *.rIt files in all cases.
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This constitutes a successful functional test of the DCF calculations.

Jul 4, 1998 Ebsfilt bypass switch.

Ebsrel.f was modified to use the ebsfilt bypass switch in the tpa.inp file to
control the execution or bypass of the ebsfilt standalone code. The switch
parameter name in tpa.inp is

lnvertBypass(O=ebsfilt,1 =bypass-ebsfilt)

Each section of'ebsrel.f which controls the
an IF block that honors the bypass switch.
in this way.

operation of ebsfilt was enclosed in
The following areas were modified

cc >>>***

cc >>>***
cc ,>>***

cc ,>>***

cc >>>***
cc >>>***

EBSFILT unit number section. ***<<<
EBSFILT data copy section. ***<<<
EBSFILT open .def file section. ***<<<
EBSFILT copy executable section. ***<<<
EBSFILT write input file section. ***<<<
EBSFILT run standalone section. ***<<<

For the case when the standalone code is not run and therefore does not produce
an output file (ebsnef2.dat), the input file (ebsnef.dat) is copied to the output file
using the operating system copy command utility.

July 6, 1998 Aqueous Nuclide Testing.

The following is the nuclide name input section from the tpa.inp file used for
this test.

aqueousnuclides
** number of nuclides, number of chains
16
16
**

** chain 1
1
Mo93
**
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1
Pu242
** chain 2
1
Am242m
** chain 3
1
Pu238
** chain 4
1
Cm246
** chain 5

**U235
** chain 6

**Pa231
** chain 7
**1

**Ac227
** chain 8
**1

**Pu241
** chain 9
**1

**U233
** chain 10

**Th229
** chain 11
1
Cm244
** chain 12
**1

**U236
** chain 13
1
U232
** chain 14
1
Sm151
** chain 15
1
Cs137
** chain 16
1
Sn126
** chain 17
1
Snl21m
** chain 18
1
AglO8m
** chain 19
1
PdlO7

SCIENTIFIC NOTEBOOK
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** chain 20
1
Ni63
** chain 21
1
Sr90
** chain 22
1
Zr93
** chain 23
**

endofnuclides

Notice that 7 of the 23 chains have been commented out leaving 16. This
configuration is used to test a nuclide list of less than 20 entries.

The following file is used to review the pertinent tpa output files for compliance
with the user specified nuclide list with respect to the order and total number of
nuclides. The complete list of nuclides was checked only for those files in
which the nuclide names appeared in close proximity to each other. The other
files were scanned only for the first few pages of the files.

echo cumrelease.out
more cumrelease.out
echo echorelease.out
more echorelease.out
echo fracrelrate.out
more fracrelrate.out
echo invlOOO.out
more invlOOO.out
echo nefii.out
more nefii.out
echo relcum.out
more relcum.out
echo releaset.out
more releaset.out
echo relfrac.out
more relfrac.out
echo treleasel.out
more treleasel.out
echo dcagw.ech
more dcagw.ech
echo ebsrel.ech
more ebsrel.ech
echo szft.ech
more szft.ech
echo uzft.ech
more uzft.ech
echo cumrel.res
more cumrel.res
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echo cumrelc.res
more cumrelc.res
echo gwpkdos.res
more gwpkdos.res
echo gwpkdosc.res
more gwpkdos_c.res
echo npkdoset.res
more npkdoset.res
echo npkdosetc.res
more npkdosetc.res
echo pkreltim.res
more pkreltim.res
echo pkreltimc.res
more pkreltim c.res
echo ebsnef.dat
more ebsnef.dat
echo ebsnef2.dat
more ebsnef2.dat
echo maxrel.dat
more maxrel.dat
echo sotnef.dat
more sotnef.dat
echo rgwna.tpa
more rgwna.tpa
echo rgwnr.tpa
more rgwnr.tpa
echo ecagw.rlt
more ecagw.rlt
echo ebsrel.rlt
more ebsrel.rlt
echo szft.rlt
more szft.rlt
echo uzft.rlt
more uzft.rlt

Test for 2 realizations - nuclide list in all files checked out ok. Column 'fracleft'
in releaset.out contains some asterisk filled fields (U232, Sm151, Cs137,
Ag108m, Ni63, and Sr9O). According to S. Mohanty this can be caused by very
low inventories for the given nuclide. Nuclide U232 was selected for a test run.
Its inventory was changed from 10-1 to 10+41 in intermediate file ebspac.nuc.
Releaset was run in standalone mode and the 'fracleft' field did not contain
asterisks. It is assumed that the other offending nuclides are exhibiting similar
behavior.

Test for 1 realization - Results were similar to the 2 realization case.
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July 7, 1998 Aqueous Nuclide Testing

Test for mean value case - Results were similar to the 2 realization case.
Numeric values are different than the 1 realization case.

July 8, 1998 Aqueous Nuclide Testing

Physical properties functional test. - PDFs of the properties of 3 nuclides were
changed from constant to uniform in the tpa.inp file to invoke their sampling
mechanism. The parameter names were also added to the tpanames.dbs file.

GapFractionCm244 = 0 to 1
RDInvertZr = 1 to 2
Solubility-Mo = 3 to 4

The correct values for the parameters were determined from the Ihs.out file.

The ebspac.nuc and ebsfilt.inp files were checked for correct values.

ebspac.nuc
GapFractionCm244 = .6297
RDInvertZr =1.213
Solubility-Mo = 3.251

ebsfilt.inp
RDInvertZr = 1.2125

Also, with the additional consideration of file nefii.inp, the half-life of Zr93 in
all 3 files matched the value in the invent.f source code file (1.53e+06).

July 8, 1998 Aqueous Nuclide Test

Proper action of the chain check flag. - The following are error messages
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caused by contriving their triggers in the input file.

Test: number of aqueousnuclides too large.

***>>> Error in Reader <<<***

total number of isotopes specified in chains
is not equal to the number of aqueousnuclides
- check tpa.inp
total number of isotopes = 16
aqueousnuclides = 17

Test: number of chains too large.

***>>> Error in Reader <<<***
(nnucl .lt. nchains)
check these values in tpa.inp
nnucl = 16
nchains = 17
Look on Line Number 108

Test: chain does not match invent.f

***>>> Error in Reader <<<***
the nuclides set in tpa.inp
should be checked - there is
a nuclide not present

* based on initial inventories *
* certain nuclides must have *
* parents specified in tpa.inp *
* for the code to provide valid *
* results *

In tpa.inp, for chain number = 2
and isotope = 2
which is the nuclide = Am241
the following parent(s) is/are specified:
nuclide = Cm245

For Am241
the following nuclide(s) must be present in
the chain as parent(s):

nuclide = Cm245
nuclide = Pu241

Test: duplicate aqeuousnuclide sections
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***>>> Error in Reader <<<***

Already defined aqueousnuclides

Test: incorrect number of nuclides in one chain.

***>>> Error in Reader <<<***
Look on line = 119
trouble reading number of isotopes in the chain
in tpa.inp

(also check that the number of aqueousnuclides
and the number of chains are correct)

Run Time: fsvlr7al3klOy with 22 nuclides

295.Ou 41.Os 6:25 87% 0+0k 0+Oio Opf+Ow

Run Time: fsvlr7al3kl0y with 1 nuclide

119.Ou 34.Os 3:01 84% 0+0k 0+Oio Opf+Ow

July 9, 1998 Aqueous Nuclide Test

TPA 3.1.4 emulation was performed by using the mean value file for tpa.inp and
assuring that all distributions were changed to constants and had the same value.
The switches that control the modes of operation were also set to result in the
same effective operation. Especially reflux2, invertbypass for ebsfilt, and
fraction of defective containers. Reflux 2 mode was chosen for both runs since
reflux 3 mode was not available in 3.1.4. Invertbypass was set to bypass ebsfilt
since ebsfilt was not used in 3.1.4. The fraction of defective containers was set
to 0 since the method of calculating the number of initially defective containers
was changed for 3.2.

3.1.4 algorithm for initially defective containers in releaset.f:
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mtot = int(xcon + 0.05)
idefco = int(mtot*deffrac + 0.005)

where xcon is the number of waste packages in a subarea,
deffrac is the fraction of initially defective containers,
idefco is the number of defective containers.

3.2 algorithm for initially defective containers in exec.f:

numberoffailedwpsinsa = idint(thispart*anumberofwpsinsa+0.5)

where anumberofwpsinsa is the number of waste packages in a subarea,
thispart is the fraction of initially defective containers,
numberoffailedwpsinsa is the number of defective containers.

This change can result in a difference of at least one waste package for some
subareas.

When the 3.2 version is run with DCF files that have the 3.1.4 values in them,
and a version of nefmks.e is compiled without the -r8 switch, and the 3.1.4

version is run with an ebsrel.def file with diffusion turned off, a comparison of
all pertinent dose output files shows identical numerical results in all digits of all
dose values. This test was run for 7 subareas and 1 realization at 20km and 10k
years.
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For:
Date:

scratchyl !janetzke
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Submit queue:
Submitted:
Started:

IF 1 / Ethernet / UHSW
Thu Jul 16 12:37:19 1998
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QMS 3825 Print System OMS 3825 Print System



Input file tpa.inp as supplied with TPA Version 3.2 Code.
Base case data set Rev 3.2 7/16/98
TPA 3.2, Job started: Fri Jul 17 11:03:32 1998 Y
Number of Failed WPs by Type of Disruptive Event

Including Time of Event - Values for Each Vector

vector
#igact

unitless
unitless

1
2. 3000E+01

1
0.OOOOE+00

time

yr

1.5242E+03

7.0382E+03

#corrode

unitless

0.OOOOE+00

O.OOOOE+00

#seismic

unitless

O.OOOOE+00

O.OOOOE+00

#fault

unitless

O.OOOOE+00

3. 5100E+02

0 -~w s f i ~ e
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c Program Name:
c File Name:
c File Date:
c Release Version:
c

c Client Name:
c

c

c

c Contract Number:
c

c NRC Contact

TPA - Total-System Performance Assessment Code
%M%
%G%
3.2

USNRC
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRC Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
Division of Waste Management
NRC 02-93-005

Tim McCartin (301) 415-6681

Sitakanta Mohanty (210) 522-5185
Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses
San Antonio, Texas 78238-5166
smohanty@swri.edu

3.1.1 includes SPCRs 101 through 205
3.1.2 includes SPCRs 206 through 224
3.1.3 includes SPCRs 225 through 227
3.1.4 includes SPCRs 228 through 231
3.2 includes SPCRs 232 through 252

//gy

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

CNWRA Contact:

Revisions:

c
c Documentation: "Total-System Performance Assessment (TPA)
c Version 3.1 Code: Module Description and User's
c Guide", Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory
c Analyses (in preparation)
c NUREG-Series Designator: N/A
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c

c
D I S C L A I M E Rc

c
c = = =

c

c "This computer code/material was prepared as an account of work
c performed by the Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses (CNWRA)
c for the Division of Waste Management of the Nuclear Regulatory
c Commission (NRC), an independent agency of the United States
c Government. Neither the developer(s) of the code nor any of their
c sponsors make any warranty, expressed or implied, or assume any legal
c liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or
c usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or process
c disclosed, or represent that its use would not infringe on privately-
c owned rights."
c
c "In no event unless required by applicable law will the sponsors
c or those who have written or modified this code, be liable for
c damages, including any lost profits, lost monies, or other special,
c incidental or consequential damages arising out of the use or
c inability to use the program (including but not limited to loss of
c data or data being rendered inaccurate or losses sustained by third
c parties or a failure of the program to operate with other programs),
c even if you have been advised of the possibility of such damages or
c for any claim by any other party."
c

c
c by S. Mohanty, R. Janetzke, R. Rice, A. Lozano
c R. Manteufel (initial version)
c
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character*2 elemnametemp(maxnnucl) / /
character*2 tempname
integer numelemrepeated(maxnnucl) "9r
character*60 formatstr

cc mam 5/20/98 Adding new SFWetted params to tpa.inp
integer i wetfracf
integer i wetfracv

cc rwr 6/4/98 modified to include all subareas
cc dimension i wetfracs(10)
cc integer i wetfraci
cc integer i wetfracc

dimension i wetfracs(4, maxnsubarea)
dimension i wetfraci(maxnsubarea)
dimension iwetfracc(maxnsubarea)

cc mam 5/26/98 Adding ebsfilt.f standalone code (which writes ebsnef2.dat).
dimension irdinvert(maxnnucl)

cc rwr 5/20/98 modified to determine the number of wps failed
cc and the failure times for each event and for each
cc SEISMO interval

parameter (maxseismointervals = 4)
dimension releasewpfailedtime(2, maxseismointervals+4)

c ikey is flag to do only once (during 1st realization).
c Used for things such as file copying and reading in parameters.

save ikey

csm 7/7/97 ncon(10) changed to ncon(16)
cc rwr 5/19/98 modified for changing aqueousnuclides
cc dimension sol(16),rde(16),ncon(16)

C CSS - 6/10/97 - isol not used; delete
C CSS integer isol(maxnnucl)
C CSS save isol

common / ebsrel3 / indexset(maxnnucl)

( l t' 00i' | 0 !}0X00 W . 0 $ !, a,0 temp000 0 0
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======= ==================--====================
exec: Welcome to TPA Version 3.2

Job started: Fri Jul 17 11:03:32 1998

Specified Global Parameters:

IAO
Xvs-

Compliance Period =
Maximum Simulation Time =
Number Of Realizations =

Number Of Subareas =
Volcanism scenario =
Faulting scenario =
Seismic scenario =

Distance to Receptor Group =

10000.0 (yr)
10000.0 (yr)

1
7
1 (yes=l, no=0)
1 (yes=l, no=0)
1 (yes=l, no=0)

20.0 (km)

**>>> CAUTION: CHECKING OF NUCLIDES AND CHAINS IS DISABLED <<<**
**>>> You may not be using the standard chains specified <<<**
**>>> in the invent module. <<<**
**>>> (see "CheckNuclidesAndChains(yes=l,no=0)" in tpa.inp)<<<**

***>>> NOTE: When running with volcanism, verify that <<<***
***>>> the maximum value of the PDF for parameter <<<***
***>>> TimeOfNextVolcanicEventinRegionOfInterest[yr] is <<<***
***>>> equal to the parameter MaximumTime[yr]. <<<***

The specified path for data
The specified path for codes

$TPA-DATA/
$TPA-TEST/

**To modify global parameters or the path, stop code execution using control-C**

(0- 11!' X L 0 1 41; temp , A;p 'i
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SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: Project No: 20-1402-762
Assigns): 232 TPA-System Performance l

ps - SC- c Assessment Computer Code,
Version 3.2 4E;W _ 4 . __

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

Modules: exec.f, reader.f, uzft.f
The TPA Code produces summary output files only for the time of simulation. It is desired that
output files for a compliance period shorter than the simulation time also be generated
simultaneously. This will remove the need to make two separate runs to acquire both data sets.

Change Requested by: Change Authorized by (Software Developer):l

Date: x-|SJ Date: 9t$

Description of Implemented Change(s) (If changes not implemented, please justify):

New input parameters were created to control the compliance period time steps:
DurationOfCompliancePeriod
NumberOfStepsinCompliancePeriod
RatioOfLastToFirstTimeStepinCompliancePeriod

Ten new files were created to contain the compliance period output:
cumrelc.res gsccdfc.res gwccdf-c.res gwpkdos-c.res npkdos_c.res
pkreltim c.res relccdf c.res relgwgs c.res totdos c.res airpkdosc.res

Description of Tests to Approve the Quality of the Changed Version

Implemented by1 ).(porpleted Date:

/~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2 -7

CNWRA Form TOP-5 (05/98) V



SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

An SCR must be filled up for reporting any problems found in a developed code or any necessary
modifications that must be brought into the code. A revised Software Requirement Document (SRD) is
needed if extensive modifications to the code are expected. If one SCR description of a group of small
changes, it will be considered acceptable if specific changes are clearly identified with the modified
modules.

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: Project No:
Assigns):

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

atbyA 14vbrwA

Change Requested by: Change Authorized by (Software Developer):

Date: Y! kj Date: 3 / c;p
Description of Implemented Change(s) (If changes not implemented, please justify):

-t J~ 0 (30 ,i7W J-

vak A )3<

c~ S/s JSkY4 (

A 4 ,1W rkH
(I.2 0~t/-A1JJAdL

^

Implemented by: Completed Date:

s-12- ( � k

.r I,. = .



SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

An SCR must be filled up for reporting any problems found in a developed code or any necessary
modifications that must be brought into the code. A revised Software Requirement Document (SRD) is
needed if extensive modifications to the code are expected. If one SCR description of a group of small
changes, it will be considered acceptable if specific changes are clearly identified with the modified
modules.

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: Project No:
Assigns):~

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

,; >.1- i~t Z ,f 2~Jt44 '' l/t / ........... iv' t 'r 6 W 4 - .............. i{t ./gA .-- . 4.,,5

; ~ ~ W .. -VG' r, I f t f 'tlt J ( I r., .] , [;;1.X

Change Requested by: Chne Authorized by (Software Developer):

Date: - Date: [ >'1 / 1 j

Description of Implemented Change(s) (If changes not implemented, please justify):

I ' < WAt i r) Cz ti4 t, 1 LV a> j;-9 te G k zX r) svxj~~~~w C~is /\/>st;\8 thtW!+~

*-1--t 8 c;<,tV-%/ i "/' f'' &'t~~~~~i' (-' '-w T

J
I,

- I�,�) tt� � " �I- ��LJ, - '(
i I "L. 6 1�i

Implemented by: Completed Date:

. ", . 1 v \' rJ I J f -I -

CNWRA TOP-5 Form



SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

An SCR must be filled up for reporting any problems found in a developed code or any necessary
modifications that must be brought into the code. A revised Software Requirement Document (SRD) is
needed if extensive modifications to the code are expected. If one SCR description of a group of small
changes, it will be considered acceptable if specific changes are clearly identified with the modified
modules.

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: Project No:
Assigns): i- 2..2.. - -- _ -i

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

Change Requested by: Change Authorized by (Software Developer):

Date: 57 7 ' v Date: Li -r7
Description of Implemented Change(s) (If changes not implemented, please justify):

('tk( t> - t- 16t,6s yyovst-jA tshr+9 T-V 't'i -.q ?(lv

Q ~.If l- f)t&.X ~, Al>< V/Lpyr C Xv>lze;\

ri -l e e 4 by: Copilet'e1 Date

Implemented by: Completed Date:
'>'-ltt v...'> .16-!

, _s , _ _j _

'f_,A, '^,.

CNWRA TUP-5 Fonn



SOFTWARE PROBLEM/CHANGE REPORT

01. SPCR Number: 5-Ct _c- #-2

02. Project Title:F¶ - Project¶umb-r7

03. SPCR Title:-:AANW L \Asey CU EiNh

04. AFFECTED SOFTWARE AND/OR DOCUMEN ATION

.7/4&$- :ip M C ltfkflUc ( 4 r~e/tKefe+- 4?~

C, Af 1redI2Y F releese-4

e Jrer fre4dari', fu .Ff44 1

05. DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM/CHANGE

j^lD OkA AtdIv ^MD , ls tdGh5^> Q6at'/4 W 4JIJ ?to-44_. LT( i~e' ' ck . __ et),,_ .

06. PROBLEM SOLUTION/NEED FOR CHANGE

.2 cI 1~~ jjcz,< ff W +~ rled L.A<J ckz c, Mdi{9j

k cwsly -& Y 4 v .S X tJ <4 Xcr( vc}b^C)2

07. Originator: ) . Tile: Date:

PROJECT

08. Need by Date: ( (. b09. Approved: * 1 CI L Disapproved:

110. Software Developer: C1 < ; 1 . Date:

II. Element Manager: Date:

12. IMPLEMENTED SOLUTION

r/<c; ) &1,{J c4d 5a-;^3 JA tJ6

13. Implemented By: |Date: 5-uX /

CNWRA Foim TOP-5 (03/M) i' ' '

A > ~w Ce-c ( J8 .L S 2W1S~f 4¢ c of Ce # (U
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SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

An SCR must be filled up for reporting any problems found in a developed code or any necessary

modifications that must be brought into the code. A revised Software Requirement Document (SRD) is

needed if extensive modifications to the code are expected. If one SCR description of a group of small

changes, it will be considered acceptable if specific changes are clearly identified with the modified
modules.

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: Project No:

Assigns):' ) o0 ?

_S- Z -t. 2T 3(A By 31)C
Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

-iI- t ,ce P ' ,~ lf' 't Y -er WEZ

Change Requested by: Change Authorized by (Software Developer):

hiq C'kg-t -/1- la

Date: Date:

Description of Implemented Change(s) (If changes not implemented, please justify): ,

'A~ ~~~~~

~e , & C A A C.-

_______________ 
eli4,* t -L&i OL

Implemented b Completed Date: C/IcJtdZui

iNWRA TOP-5 Form
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SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

An SCR must be filled up for reporting any problems found in a developed code or any necessary
modifications that must be brought into the code. A revised Software Requirement Document (SRD) is
needed if extensive modifications to the code are expected. If one SCR description of a group of small
changes, it will be considered acceptable if specific changes are clearly identified with the modified
modules.

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: Project No:

Assigns): me) g -zo_ /yre-7 C2

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

)k 4I Vett F -(TA' j-" rilt"4
A pra~nP z", fSeL. - ,etHshfc>- b cr, b

&fei' a- s- 26 J A2Fo hi ;

Change Requested by: Change Authorized by (Software Developer):

_5efI S9t D

Date: </&/, S Date: ||

Description of Implemented Change(s) (If changes not implemented, please justify):

at -:7% j('A Adpi 4 (+Kvec. -' ad F

40JA ex]P kCist at i ;4j a

to bqA . J ' e(hcw ) 4 t 906 re 1cL )~~~Ie)0 6~~~~~~~~~~I

Implemented by:

7 e.e

Completed Date:

-~ ~ S lJ I F
St 4 Pat, 4 ,

I? 's, .I"A'L(e /tlb'II
CNWRA TOP-5 Form



SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

An SCR must be filled up for reporting any problems found in a developed code or any necessary

modifications that must be brought into the code. A revised Software Requirement Document (SRD) is

needed if extensive modifications to the code are expected. If one SCR description of a group of small

changes, it will be considered acceptable if specific changes are clearly identified with the modified

modules.

l?

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version:
Assigns): '

Project No:

? q i ' i ' I _ )

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

>rX' t7 j ) t r d# : \./C4xIA, .gi t- 4~ r~r)'\, v-i- -,i

r t _{ 
jht v;) ''

/ (~~j ~Yv't.~~',~i- -.J",*7~

Change Requested by: Change Authorized by (Software Developer):

Date: l Date: S7 >A•( '+1!

Description of Implemented Change(s) (If changes not implemented, please justify):

)Jf >>Y1 t _AvrSS~~fN 64c -t 4~>o

_rC-vt A 4tv~ls > \ kHV\ t9-?k t. 't'1 '< Im ̂  /
r~~~~~~c~I- <;><y jJ.$u,' llo.?~fff vV- C"/V ' vi t / V 4\;tA 11t

11
I~~~~~~~~~. I

Implemented by: Completed Date:

<9! , 71 i/ , X i

wrssrr, ~ I I. VAA^ t \,A 11'%

-_ ,

__

-A4 ~ * ",I~

1
1Ii ,-4

V jLN WKA 1U-5 tForm
7 1
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SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

An SCR must be filled up for reporting any problems found in a developed code or any necessary

modifications that must be brought into the code. A revised Software Requirement Document (SRD) is

needed if extensive modifications to the code are expected. If one SCR description of a group of small

changes, it will be considered acceptable if specific changes are clearly identified with the modified

modules.

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: Project No:

Assigns): 2oloZ7
PA-SK r; A WE f A 3 . 2-o/Co s

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

ebs're ,4 cbsreA ,e, /cs ~e.-\ 4pI
~~x~J gcr4*ktrS 4 #-c->'~ &{ ife S F a

~~fa k-4,-3 45r4 kJp

ri\-,fti 'e~ S> elsrZ

Change Requested by: Change Authorized by (Software Developer):

Date: g 4'0 9 Date:

Description of Implemented Change(s) (If changes not implemented, please justify):

peg..P "W-e5- a , r Ac-c L ewevt (S FW e &L A er d./ev >

Pk°x;J i'- els ~e\ . 4 -L KeA kZ ape fern~s c<,.; YZ + 4:wt tt V<. bas 5

p 55 e1. i 1A 54 4*t- A6Z5e KA-o dk Be OLar_ W Ars e" bse / ;vo

Implemented by: Completed Date:

t?/7$~~~~~~K- r 2 V 5, Pr't S

-- Zu'
LNWKA IUO-5 Form
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SOFITWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

An SCR must be filled up for reporting any problems found in a developed code or any necessary

modifications that must be brought into the code. A revised Software Requirement Document (SRD) is

needed if extensive modifications to the code are expected. If one SCR description of a group of small

changes, it will be considered acceptable if specific changes are clearly identified with the modified

modules.

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: Project No:
Assigns):

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

AJA 15 , 4- eL bee-

Change Requested by: Change Authorized by (Software Developer):

Date: Date:

Description of Implemented Change(s) (If changes not implemented, please justify):

ARAA ebs 2F ee~tA- A s>.+ . APX)v sQeZ ptrJ A i4-sc A L e

6L4 'Ill- W io ciose- 54eAd oGe)C.

Implemented by: Completed Date:

CNWRA TOP-5 Form
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SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

An SCR must be filled up for reporting any problems found in a developed code or any necessary

modifications that must be brought into the code. A revised Software Requirement Document (SRD) is

needed if extensive modifications to the code are expected. If one SCR description of a group of small

changes, it will be considered acceptable if specific changes are clearly identified with the modified

modules.

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: Project No:

Assigns): O 2Z*'tz 07G2

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

h~~~~e ge IJ reaL 1w 3. f ' alck 4X

VAl rehl<b V S -ws t Cc s6 (C cKJ

t, Z CxV 3 }

Change Requested by: Change Authorized by (Software Developer):

Date: kA q E1 Date: - I
Description of Implemented Change(s) (If changes not implemented, please justify):

PJ~ I4, <,K p3 0-a5A-s ho5 ct heLC ~J5 t5

hb ci4S Ecued: I~'Pts41 ;d F f ^ a. .

<3 Q5 WzL X ̂ ~;;tH s ;{4 i eflx3 5,i KkS c A

fl-~ile5 -^ u)C(es ,ssA ,bkev Fe v 4t-L ' 4- o
REAL 's ~X4 ~zt pw-C'S-O,- 

1b ;Xo>St~ We -
l t~Cp*~4~ ro -s,

Implemented by: Completed Date:

CNWRA TOP-5 Form



SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

An SCR must be filled up for reporting any problems found in a developed code or any necessary

modifications that must be brought into the code. A revised Software Requirement Document (SRD) is

needed if extensive modifications to the code are expected. If one SCR description of a group of small

changes, it will be considered acceptable if specific changes are clearly identified with the modified

modules.

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: Project No:
Assigns):

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

lv~~~~~ ~~~- 'v& c'i cLWI

Change Requested by: Change Authorized by (Software Developer):

Date: 5.I|1 6 - j Date:

Description of Implemented Change(s) (If changes not implemented, please justify):

ytA t - f l v i 4 An _

+ C,4 - LAm7W t, 7A- C .7--U`1 v"6 a /, t,,)a~ I -&-

Implemented by: Completed Date:

5. . v k c H' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

2NWRA '1UP-5 Form
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SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

An SCR must be filled up for reporting any problems found in a developed code or any necessary
modifications that must be brought into the code. A revised Software Requirement Document (SRD) is
needed if extensive modifications to the code are expected. If one SCR description of a group of small
changes, it will be considered acceptable if specific changes are clearly identified with the modified
modules.

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: Project No:
Assigns): - 1J iy

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

1-4 V &. 1' x e , '- >- {< Y1 < .-f ,.. A^ A !1 ->. L ( ; ,h 6

cI,; -f2i L-,. , t- .- , *-

Date: .. Xi \I -1' Date: 6/ { - ; < |(l l l s }t - 11~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1

Description of Implemented Change(s) (If changes not implemented, please justify):

a S (k 1- W gkt,>< t~v&<> k v 4 v )J t- X ol

'*C tA' t Q \-ti 'x (j<p Li, cti--C C .J /c

Implemented by: > I Completed Date:
Kt> / , / cft4& IJ ' ;

NWRA TOP-5 Form



SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

An SCR must be filled up for reporting any problems found in a developed code or any necessary
modifications that must be brought into the code. A revised Software Requirement Document (SRD) is
needed if extensive modifications to the code are expected. If one SCR description of a group of small
changes, it will be considered acceptable if specific changes are clearly identified with the modified
modules.

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: Project No:
Assigns): T7Pf. A3I(4O2-76 L

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

JSi-~vj'x , 4 1 o y1Q.4I 4d7o>~oY QrC YV CJkF-#

C Wr_/mc ark P 4 -1 St3*I t) f. I

Q0- refe , * A h" 91. 01TC*
F 1. r,

foc'UA -f"

,vveC' -v; CAC "-4 L4 W -C

Change Requested by: Change Authorized by (Software Developer):

M'Xm U XAC +'k
Date: Of Is- lk Date: 5/ 5tV ig

Description of Implemented Change(s) (If changes not implemented, please justify):

c~ .c2 inL sre4'c NR >

aver~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;- C., Con Cs'o)

oJo~j'hrs

*q½)

Implemented by: Completed Date:

$ . \ - '7/ C 9 -
C! - mv~wosI

CNWRA 'T'UP-5 Form



SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

An SCR must be filled up for reporting any problems found in a developed code or any necessary
modifications that must be brought into the code. A revised Software Requirement Document (SRD) is
needed if extensive modifications to the code are expected. If one SCR description of a group of small
changes, it will be considered acceptable if specific changes are clearly identified with the modified
modules.

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: Project No:
Assigns): T PA 3 fb e f(4i2 -7

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

IT he, -X Z{ya el ( lJt- caf rT bp_ -LvveJI

Change Requested by: Change Authorized by (Software Developer):

Date: 6~ 14-St Date: |Jr

Description of Implemented Change(s) (If changes not implement , Y pease justify): _

T 6 e ' Tve 1,1Ioae 68°a C 5( k W cc lleToT 2eil/ 0 .

1Je4pe LctLte- so a1(l/ 4f

ebs v-eVt. ro- The cese gli.e'r.- e4sheZ ola+/
e, S reg Tc ke4t J e, L ^4I 15fl

t e (,% ' e S cJ cL_' .$ O ef o te L 5,#L&4 f

Implemented by: Completed Date:

___________I____________________-_

G-

UN WIA ItW-3 V'1fl1l



SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

An SCR must be filled up for reporting any problems found in a developed code or any necessary

modifications that must be brought into the code. A revised Software Requirement Document (SRD) is

needed if extensive modifications to the code are expected. If one SCR description of a group of small

changes, it will be considered acceptable if specific changes are clearly identified with the modified
modules.

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: Project No:

Assigns):
Ppf -scje-('Nq-7i-3 , i-2

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

icU i )4.r~ d sct~b tLpt XVt~t

42l,* Ad *,c &z /O ,

* 1 jjS-_5 J 2 6t At de~ 1 >

C~ ~~~~,i ~ ex~4L gs.J- atft aedcjD~~~~~s3 se -ah ctG> Ad«'iBe4

Change Requested by: f 'Ange Authorized by (Software Developer):

(; ° $~~cl So D t'o W

Date: 7 I ( SIDate: )/ /gf

Description of Implemented Change(s) (If changes not implemented, please justify):

sob r - & A4 4 +

Implemented by: Completed pate:

I'JQ 7 1I I
______ . .#7

p
t11

J;11 I&
)Al

CNWRA TOP-5 Form 91
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SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

An SCR must be filled up for reporting any problems found in a developed code or any necessary
modifications that must be brought into the code. A revised Software Requirement Document (SRD) is

needed if extensive modifications to the code are expected. If one SCR description of a group of small
changes, it will be considered acceptable if specific changes are clearly identified with the modified
modules.

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: Project No:
Assigns): P 3.Z an l /o, 76z

PA -SCITPAAU

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

c{ w4i-~~y 4 ' S(V-eqiAK 3 rcA e l) cK lt .

r~c L(I I hk pOV cl, 6A JT k""-s CAd;

Change Requested by: Change Authorized by (Software Developer):

5 A MA 4 \ 0G 'j

Date: 7/2/ Date: 7/

Description of Implemented Change(s) (If changes not implemented, please justify):

14~~~t ;W8lc e A-i x C- Stuk

Implemented by: Completed Date:

CNWRA TOP-5 Form
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SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

An SCR must be filled up for reporting any problems found in a developed code or any necessary

modifications that must be brought into the code. A revised Software Requirement Document (SRD) is

needed if extensive modifications to the code are expected. If one SCR description of a group of small

changes, it will be considered acceptable if specific changes are clearly identified with the modified

modules.

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: Project No:

Assigns):

PA-SCR-aVi IL
Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

,~~~~~~~ 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ J'

() i@~~0 A P, tot ac

Change Requested by: Change Authorized by (Software Developer):

Date: 7 1 5 Date: 7 ,

Description of Implemented Change(s) (If changes not implemented, please justify):

-Fe fW 'I JwA

Implemented by: Completed Date:

9 j?}u R//S/7X
CNWRA TOP-5 Form
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SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

An SCR must be filled up for reporting any problems found in a developed code or any necessary
modifications that must be brought into the code. A revised Software Requirement Document (SRD) is
needed if extensive modifications to the code are expected. If one SCR description of a group of small
changes, it will be considered acceptable if specific changes are clearly identified with the modified
modules.

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: Project No:
Assigns): ~( fj-~

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

Pedixi {.f tPVL So~-

Change Requested by: Change Authorized by (Software Developer):

Date: Date: 7(. 9-
Description of Implemented Change(s) (If changes not implemented, please justify):

l(J~s We '60t t (JF Ax J - By r

Implemented by: Completed Date:

CNWRA TOP-5 Form
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SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

An SCR must be filled up for reporting any problems found in a developed code or any necessary
modifications that must be brought into the code. A revised Software Requirement Document (SRD) is
needed if extensive modifications to the code are expected. If one SCR description of a group of small
changes, it will be considered acceptable if specific changes are clearly identified with the modified
modules.

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: Project No:
Assigns):

PA -sclZ-.76 l
Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s): el

(exc /ess ,Xi) 4C'A bl, 1h944 1/l
&J4*gizb a f Ad alljj G1A go? Ad 6 |S 'j

Change Requested by: Change Authorized by (Software Developer):

S \ t1HA ;L"= 9-k a
Date: vis q e Date: 7 1-2 I

Description of Implemented Change(s) (If changes not implemented, please justify):

L, 4- eJhA
Implemented by: Completed Date:

NWRA TOP-5 Form
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SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

An SCR must be filled up for reporting any problems found in a developed code or any necessary
modifications that must be brought into the code. A revised Software Requirement Document (SRD) is
needed if extensive modifications to the code are expected. If one SCR description of a group of small
changes, it will be considered acceptable if specific changes are clearly identified with the modified
modules.

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: Project No:
Assigns):

PA -5CR-);_ 2k>-Ic7
Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

5 I~w- O'eCu

dM cL nag / bv4 a&fic;vt 1U;8f coo/4+g

z 0 S-'v FOH' v S h a Ct't c,(eU tswb

Change Requested by: Change Authorized by (Software Developer):

S. ZZ D.

Date: 7/ ~/o/?Date: 7//i
Description of Implemented Change(s) (If changes not implemented, please justify):

~~~~~~~~~~~r 4 fr- UGLY4 4 io es+/Z

7R~~~~~ SCAMe 5 {. 4 cA ~wGod s~~~~~~~~~~w~- 7 e,Ag

Implemented by: Completed Date:

f l1fr/Cw4 $ 7/1•7 f

LINWRA IOUF-5 orm
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SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

An SCR must be filled up for reporting any problems found in a developed code or any necessary
modifications that must be brought into the code. A revised Software Requirement Document (SRD) is
needed if extensive modifications to the code are expected. If one SCR description of a group of small
changes, it will be considered acceptable if specific changes are clearly identified with the modified
modules.

ri I I ii
Software Title and Version:

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

k 4bv,-f a reay, 3 ,440 k) -

iVt'•'~
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1., I has 1.d

5o V 2

II 4 wa)4 14 WA-J F,'-
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�'fj v4s J1

I '- f k�- "'rlc- I
VO

S"it 6 S.' 1 km!
1,

Change Requested by: Change Authorized by (Software Developer):

Date: Date: -7 /2</-fT
Description of Implemented Change(s) (If changes not implemented, please justiy)

(I 1,9- it bAx~ INA74 ~~ "yA~~~&x'1LcL
~~j4~~tVDI V

Implemented by: I Completed Dalte:
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SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

An SCR must be filled up for reporting any problems found in a developed code or any necessary
modifications that must be brought into the code. A revised Software Requirement Document (SRD) is
needed if extensive modifications to the code are expected. If one SCR description of a group of small
changes, it will be considered acceptable if specific changes are clearly identified with the modified
modules.

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: Project No:
Assigns): C T6'A 3

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

&Q M , 4 j -r Saptr of 0% +h

Change Requested by: Change Autho 'zed by (Software Developer):

Date: Date: A-cW

Description of Implemented Change(s) (If changes not implemented, please justify):

Implemented by: Completed late:

KR Ad///a For



SOFrWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

An SCR must be filled up for reporting any problems found in a developed code or any necessary
modifications that must be brought into the code. A revised Software Requirement Document (SRD) is
needed if extensive modifications to the code are expected. If one SCR description of a group of small
changes, it will be considered acceptable if specific changes are clearly identified with the modified
modules.

[SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: Project No: l
|Assigns): z?,N Z' t aCZ-

� C/

/M-

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

'el 4 jArX 4 A. x A aLIvt LJ
t~4 4 (,.,A, 4 Vl(4

I, IAg rJ l J UtC/i

+VA. 14 eO,tf,,; ?
h <,) L0#( / I, I 4

a

107

Change Requested Jr
I

Change Authorized by (Software Developer):

Date: A, Sikk

Date: 7/z? I i )Date:
_

Description of Implemented Change(s) (If changes not implemented, please justify):

i A I
k" 3Eb

JIA-
N-ek,

J -
WV--7-

AA01/
erre2' Cr-4

Implemented by: Completed Date: C,
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CENTER FOR NUCLEAR WASTE REGULATORY ANALYSES
QUALITY ASSURANCE

SURVEILLANCE REPORT

PROJECT NO.: 20.01402.159 REPORT NO.: 2000-13 I PAGE 1 OF 2

SURVEILLANCE SCOPE: Review of CNWRA Developed Scientific and Engineering Software to determine whether the
documentation present in the CNWRA Software Working Records Folders is adequate.

REFERENCE DOCUMENTS: Technical Operating Procedure-018, Development and Control of Scientific and Engineering
(S&E) Software; QAP-004, Surveillance Control; Nonconformance Report 2000-03.

STARTING DATE: 317/2000 ENDING DATE: 6/9/2000

QA REPRESENTATIVE: B. Mabrito

PERSONS CONDUCTING TEST/EXAMIACTIVITY: Various CNWRA staff working on Developed S&E software.

SATISFACTORY FINDINGS: During the course of this surveillance, CNWRA Developed S&E software and documentation
was checked and contact made with CNWRA staff who worked with the software. In each case, the particular S&E
software folder was reviewed for completeness and where no Design Verification Report (DVR) was located, the objective
evidence in the folder was compared to the DVR form questions and discussions were held with cognizant CNWRA staff.
The list of Developed S&E software reviewed is included in Attachment A.

In each case, key elements of the DVR were compared against that which was included in each software folder in the
QA working records. Also, the previous version of the software code documentation was checked to ensure that the
earlier DVR had been properly completed. The later version of the software documentation showed the specific changes
made through the Software Change Reports. Based on this review, it is clear that although in a few cases no DVR was
accomplished, product quality did not suffer. The minor enhancements and "bug" fixes made to TPA Version 3.2.3 and
3DStress Version 1.3.1 and 1.3.2 software were clearly identified and controlled so that the CNWRA product being delivered
met the client's requirements.

UNSATISFACTORY FINDINGS: None.

NONCONFORMANCE REPORT NO.: None.

ATTACHMENTS: Attachment A.

RECOMMENDATIONS/ACTIONS: N/A.

DISTRIBUTION:
ORIGINAL - CENTER QA DIRECTOR QA Records

APPROVED: 7 go ORIGINATOR
CENTER DIRECTOR OF QUALITY ASSURANCE PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS OF EACH CODE

ELEMENT MANAGERS
DATE: B. Sagar, H. Garcia

DATE: an 2

CNWRA FORM QAP-8 (4193)



ATTACHMENT A Page 2 of 2

NAME OF S&E SOFTWARE DESIGN VERIFICATION REPORT NOTES

3DStress Version 1.2
3DStress Version 1.3
3DStress Version 1.3.1
3DStress Version 1.3.2

Present
Present
Not Present
Not Present

Dated 5/8/97
Dated 8/7/98

Software Release Notice Dated 7/15/99
Software Release Notice Dated 9/16/99

ASHPLUME Version 1.0 Present Dated 6/23/97

BREATH Version 1.1
BREATH Version 1.2

Not Present
Present

Software Release Notice Dated 9/21/95
Dated 9/17/97

EBSPAC Version 1.0
EBSPAC Version 1.1

Present
Present

Dated 5/15/97
Dated 6/17/97

FAULTING Version 1.0

GEOINVRT Version 1.0

HAZINFO Version 1.0

MULTIFLO Version 1.2
MULTIFLO Version 2.0

Not Present

Software Code Not Finished

Software Code Not Finished

Present Dated 3/2/2000
Software Code Not Finished

Software Release Notice Dated 1/21198
Module put underTPA Code and controlled
in that manner.

Software Requirements Description only.

Software Requirements Description only.

Software Requirements Description only.

PVHA Version 1.0 Present Dated 2/15/2000

SUFLAT Version 1.0 Not Present Element Manager(EM) determined that this
software has not been used for regulatory
reviews and will not be used for such work.
EM requested the folder be archived in QA
Records to reflect previous efforts on code.

TECTRAN Version 1.0 Software Code Not Finished Software Requirements Description only.

TPA Version 3.2
TPA Version 3.2 (PP) Beta
TPA Version 3.2.3
TPA Version 3.3
TPA Version 4.0

Present
Present
Not Present
Present
Present

Dated 7/17/98
Dated 11/25/98

Dated 11/24/99
Dated 3/31/2000

Software Release Notice Dated 7/14/99

CNWRA FORM QAP-8 (4/93)


